July 1949

- Prices continue to drop, in spotty fashion, in building materials market. Producers' Council says "shortages of building materials and equipment have disappeared," and it is the experience of most architects that specified materials can now be obtained without construction delay. High point of production was in October 1948 (61% above 1939 average) and only fear now is that trend toward "buyers' market" may develop into slump that would affect other parts of economy. Recent sharp drop in metals on commodities exchange has raised this question. However, most sober analysts look at still-great demand for needed buildings and are confident of profitable activity for a decent period ahead.

- Pessimists are largely those who don't realize the picnic is ended. As W. W. Williams, chairman of the Committee for Economic Development, says, "Many businesses still need to learn that the war is over, that their particular sellers' market is gone, and that they must resume the normal practice of pricing and marketing their products aggressively to promote sales."

- Architectural activity has dropped in the larger metropolitan areas, with some firms that have been constantly busy since before the war finding time to look around for new work. In general, especially in the smaller towns and cities, work is holding up and very few practitioners are seriously worried. In very recent weeks the appreciable drop in bid prices has resulted in brand-new activity and the revival of some projects that had been shelved. Also, many farsighted architects are turning to institutional work—particularly schools and hospitals—with the result that "specialists" in these fields are finding competition stiffer than they are used to.

- The movie based on the novel called The Fountainhead, by Ayne Rand, has been shown to several preview audiences. Produced by Warner Brothers, it stars Gary Cooper as the architect-hero who blows up a housing project because someone had inaccurately translated the design he had slipped to an incompetent colleague. The picture, even more clearly than the book, indicates Miss Rand's concern with discounting the professional's social responsibility and applauding the individual who thumbs his nose at other people.

- Perhaps fortunately, the picture is most ineptly directed and poorly acted, the development of the story and the characters is so jerky, and the eye-rolling and jaw-working are so nearly burlesqued, that it is doubtful if the picture will become popular. If it should, it could set architecture back further than the Columbian Exposition did.

- L. Sonneborn Sons introduced a new plastic finish called Phenoplast to the trade recently. It is a liquid finish applied like varnish which forms a tough, rugged, transparent surface on woods, metals, masonry, or composition surfaces.

- Lehigh University announces summer seminar (July 5 - August 13) in product design. Lecturers will include Teague, Birren, Kepes,
Arens, Dreyfuss, and other excellent teachers. Fee is $500; food, an additional $100.

Many correspondents have asked what happened to practice of Sheldon Brumbaugh, Klamath Falls, Ore., architect, after his death. Answer is that Edward N. Hewitt of Detroit, in association with Murdo Morrison and John Howard of Birmingham, Mich., moved to Klamath Falls and bought Brumbaugh's practice. They intend to finish uncompleted work and continue in tradition of community service that Brumbaugh established (see October 1947 P/A).

National Bureau of Standards reports on studies of lightweight aggregate concretes. Findings in summary are that concretes 1/5 the weight of ordinary concrete are possible, exhibit low thermal conductivity, but develop little strength. Other lightweight aggregate concretes developing compressive strength of 100 to 7000 lbs. per sq. in. weigh 1/3 to 2/3 as much as sand-gravel mix, and lose some of thermal insulation value. Lightweight concretes in general have high absorption and high shrinkage factors, cost "considerably" more than common material. Savings will result from reduced loads and heat insulation.

American Society of Planning Officials announces a new Planning Advisory Service, with research and advice for planning agencies on their individual problems. Cost is based on population, starts at $25 for cities under 10,000 population.

"Baltimore Plan," hailed by some groups as answer to slum clearance and housing problem, is in reality merely a strict policing of dwelling, health, and fire ordinances, accomplished on an orderly, block-by-block basis. It is regulatory rather than creative. Baltimore Mayor says, "It is designed to relieve somewhat the worst slum conditions until such time as the slums can be torn down and satisfactory housing supplied."

Philadelphia's City Planning Commission announced recently plans to develop a 350-acre section in the northeast part of the city as a residential community by changing the old street pattern and requiring by-pass of traffic. Buildings going into the area will have to comply with new pattern which calls for looped interior streets within superblocks which will have play areas and paths. Commission points out that with this scheme street improvement will cost taxpayers less.

HHFA's Economy Housing Program, hailed by some as an effort to interest home builders in economical methods of construction and rationalized organization, and condemned by others as a move toward smaller houses cheaper because of scrimping, is moving slowly. Directors' Digest, polling real estate editors, finds that "38% of all home builders in the country will be producing low-priced homes before the end of the year." Raymond Foley, HHFA's Administrator, told group of savings banks officials recently that they must develop "an informed willingness to make financing available for prefabricated housing or for simplified designs, and a readiness to promote and encourage local acceptance..."

Douglas fir plywood industry has a potential in excess of 2,500,000,000 sq. ft. in 1949, despite business slumps at start of year, that industry's Association believes. Last year's total production was 1,963,000,000 sq. ft. Distorted distribution largely as result of war brought overloading and subsequent bad wholesale price break in some areas—resulting in price drops of as much as 50% at contractor level.
Mahon Insulated Steel Walls are ideally suited for industrial and commercial buildings, and for many special purpose structures, such as power houses and transformer stations, where high expanses of wall are encountered. Walls up to sixty feet in height may be constructed without horizontal joints . . . this feature alone has found favor with many architects throughout the country. Vertical ribs are six inches on centers on the outside of the wall with interlocking ribs one foot on centers. The inside surface of the wall is smooth, with vertical interlocking joints one foot on centers. This type of wall construction in combination with a Mahon Steel Deck Roof costs less, provides a firesafe, permanent building which can be quickly and economically erected. See Sweet's File for complete information.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 11, Michigan • Chicago 4, Illinois
Representatives in all Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Insulated Steel Walls, Steel Deck for Roofs, Ceilings, Floors and Partitions, Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters.
SCIENCE'S GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT

Selectomatic...

CHECK... AND YOU'LL SELECT
IN ELEVATOR TRANSPORTATION

Science has found the answer to a long-standing challenge... how to control the operation of an entire bank of elevators so that every passenger on every floor gets uniformly fast service... fully automatically.

THE FIRST ELEVATOR SYSTEM WITH THE "INTELLIGENCE" TO SOLVE ANY PASSENGER SERVICE PROBLEM... AUTOMATICALLY

Selectomatic is a proved elevator system that, by means of a unique electric brain, instantly and continuously senses changes in elevator demand—then automatically times and regulates the entire bank to answer each call quickly. An exclusive Westinghouse development, Selectomatic is the result of 25 years of leadership in vertical transportation engineering. Write for your copy of book B-3597. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Elevator Division, Jersey City 4, N. J.

YOU CAN BE SURE... IF IT'S Westinghouse

Selectomatic Elevators
Sylvania's New Flexi-Module Lighting System
Illuminates Herpolsheimer's—Modern Allied Store

"A store lighting system is satisfactory only when it adapts itself to modern merchandising practice. In the new Herpolsheimer store, the combined engineering skills of Allied Stores and Sylvania have made such a system possible!" — George L. Ely, store designer.

Herpolsheimer's, 95,000 square feet of ultra-modern store in Grand Rapids, Michigan, has the most advanced merchandising lighting devised—a flexi-module ceiling conceived and designed by George L. Ely—and executed with specially designed fluorescent fixtures by Sylvania Electric!

Briefly, this form of lighting was designed to give great flexibility, with the accent on selling, and eliminate any distracting influence on the shopper. Soft, glare-free, yet plentiful light is supplied by Sylvania's new 75-watt, T-12, 8-foot, instant start Warmtone fluorescent lamps. Mounted in tandem 18" above the louvers on 32" centers, these fixtures depend on a plug-in duct wiring system for their power.

The louvers that form the flexi-module ceiling consist of cells 3" high x 3" wide x 3" long. They are made up into panels 32" x 32". The lighting fixtures behind them can be quickly moved for whatever concentrations or effects of light desired. Directional and decorative lighting is more readily adapted to this system than any other.

Flexi-Module Ceiling Details
The flexi-module ceiling needs no sub-frame of channels, complicated hanging arrangements involving hinging or other costly devices. Hangers of required length are attached to existing ceiling or slab, 32" on centers. Upper end of hanging rod has device which may be attached to various types of ceilings in various ways to meet requirements. For maintenance or changing, panels are lifted from hangers and slid over to adjacent ceiling!
The Sylvania flexi-module arrangement is a definite factor in reducing building costs! It hides air-conditioning ducts and vents, sprinkler and electrical systems, and all the other built-in utilities required to operate today's super stores. Maintenance is greatly reduced! Repainting is eliminated, since the louver panels are of treated aluminum.

Couple all these desirable features with the fact that the cost of buying, installing and maintaining this lighting system compares favorably with conventional lighting in plaster ceilings, and is lower than other types of systems on the market... and you have a truly worthwhile flexible lighting method!

Send for full information on Flexi-Module Ceiling and Sylvania Lighting Products.

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Advertising Dept. L-6807
500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Forward Flexi-Module details with full information on Sylvania Lighting Products.

Name
Address
City..............State
P/A—JAY-CEE WINNERS

A Midwest team—J. Edward Luders, Hideo Sasaki, and James V. Edsall, Designers, associated with Harry A. Morris, Architect—won First Prize, the commission to design and build an office building to house national headquarters of the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce at Tulsa, Oklahoma, in the PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE-U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce Competition just concluded. The team also won a Trinity White Portland Cement Special Prize, one of 10 supplementary awards of $200 offered by the sponsors, Servel Inc., Evansville, Indiana, and General Portland Cement Company, Chicago, for suggested uses of their products.

Other prizes and mentions announced (Continued on page 10)

Special privilege of Professional Advisor Jedd S. Reisner was the “first look” at entries in the PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE—U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce Competition, sponsored by Servel Inc. and General Portland Cement Company. He is shown checking the first 100 drawings, brought in by competitors, while nearly 200 more were in the mails. On the deadline date, May 16, he was on hand until 1 A.M. (New York is on Daylight Saving Time) to accept the local entries. One team just got under the wire by bringing their completed drawing to him, then profiting by the last three minutes to smooth it on the lobby floor and tape the edges. Reisner is happy that many excellent solutions were submitted for consideration of the experienced professional jury. Winners are named in this issue and the prize drawings will be presented in September P/A.

Photo: Charles Babcock

HARD FACTS OF LIFE

Dear Editor: I was very much interested in your article on office practice entitled “Do You Know Whether You’re Losing Money?” (May 1949 P/A). We find in talking with most architects, and practically all draftsmen, that they are woefully lacking or misinformed on the amount of money available for production costs.

As a matter of fact, anybody that seems to be so rude as to point out the hard facts of life to his contemporaries appears to be looked upon as a horrid capitalist with absolutely no wish to be of service to his fellow men.

I noticed one or two functions of the architectural office were entirely omitted from your break-down. We find in this office that service to past clients takes a staggering amount of our time, probably at least one-third of my own and part time by my associates. This, plus a service that we give the general public in answering questions as to what color is born red and how to eradicate pigeons, is laughable; but such items loom so large that they cannot be figured under the general item of profit. We feel it is extremely important to emphasize such matters particularly, for during this period when architects are terribly busy, with more work than they can do, it would be very, very sad for them to find out that they were not making money.

ROYAL BARRY WILLS
Boston, Mass.

HELD ITS OWN

Dear Editor: Thank you most sincerely for your Mention in the Progressive Architecture Awards. We feel that it is “most fitting and proper” that the Peanut can hold its own against the Red Cross Building and can come close to the Naval Arsenal of San Francisco!! We are all delighted, and thinking it a fine closing scene to all the fun we have had with the little house. Again, thank you.

HENRY HILL
San Francisco, Calif.

POETIC LICENSE

Dear Editor: Regarding your mystification—reported in May 1949 P/A concerning the meaning of phrases “picked at random” from the Fellowship citations:

When man sets out to epitomize
His fellows, and to eulogize
Their wondrous deeds, methodic;
Imagery seems to paralyze
Any tendency to actualize
And renders him rhapsodic.
Helpfully and sincerely,
THOS. H. HILOR
Desert Hot Springs, Calif.
Embody the beauty of wood without the hazard!

FIREPROOFED with PROTEXOL

Unmatched as an architectural medium for beauty — wood offers even greater advantages when impregnated by the approved *Protexol process. The natural charm and greater attractiveness of wood ... combined with the safety and strength added by the Protexol treatment creates an entirely new concept of wood as a construction material.

- FIREPROOFED ... Wood can't burn when Protexol-impregnated ... eliminating fire hazards ... assuring safer, better construction.
- ROTPROOFED ... Protexol-impregnated wood is protected against decay, mold, mildew and stain.
- VERMINPROOFED ... Prevention of termites, powder post beetles, wood borers and other vermin helps wood retain structural strength and beauty.
- DIMENSION-CONTROLLED ... Protexol-impregnation reduces shrinkage and warping to a minimum, stops grain raising and checking.

Write for colorful brochure A.I.A. No. 19 19:A:33. Covers Fox-Made Wood Fire Door test and approval.

FOX BROS. MFG. CO. *75 Years Experience
MANUFACTURERS OF ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK
Custom-built Millwork

2700 SIDNEY STREET
ST. LOUIS 4, MO.
Those receiving Honorable Mentions ($100 each) were: Peter Blake, Designer, associated with Huson Jackson, Architect, New York (awarded two Honorable Mentions); Paul Catin, Designer, associated with Huson Jackson, Architect, New York, who also won a Servel Special Prize ($200); Ralph Rapson, Architect, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Ramsey, Himes & Buchner, Architects, Wichita, Kansas; Seymour R. Joseph, Architect, New York; Walter A. Netsch, Jr., Architect, Chicago, Illinois; William N. Breyer, Dale C. Byrd, and Stanley R. Salzman, Architects, New York, who also won a Servel Special Prize ($200).


*C.M.

NOTICES

NEW ADDRESSES

Savo Milan Stoshitch, Architect, Auditorium Bldg., 427 W. 5th St., Los Angeles 13, Calif.

Knoll Associates, Inc., opening office at 160 E. Superior St., Chicago 11, Ill., in addition to those in New York and Atlanta.

Guyon L. C. Earle, 116 E. 63rd St., New York, N. Y.

Malcolm Graeme Duncan, 307 Harvard Bldg., Scarsdale, N. Y.


Johnson & Johnson, Richard T. McKay, Associate, Engineers, opening office at 1006 Berry Street, Houston, Tex., in addition to that in Chicago.
HONEYWELL COMFORT
begins with the Blueprint

IN THE MODERN SCHOOL

Nowhere is personal comfort more important than in the schoolroom. And, to maintain the highest standards of comfort, health and working efficiency, modern schools are installing the very latest developments in heating and ventilating equipment.

Whether you specialize in schools or hospitals, hotels and apartments or industrial and commercial buildings, we suggest you specify the heating and air conditioning control equipment when the building is in the blueprint stage. And remember, no heating or air conditioning plant can be better than the controls that govern it.

Since 1885, Minneapolis-Honeywell has pioneered in the development of controls, both pneumatic and electric, for residential, commercial and industrial use. Experienced Honeywell engineers are available for consultation on any automatic control problem... Just contact the Honeywell branch office in or near your city, or write to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company... Minneapolis 8, Minnesota.

For up-to-the minute information on school heating and ventilating systems, mail the coupon for booklet "Automatic Controls for the Modern School"—just off the press.

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO.
2602 Fourth Avenue S. • Minneapolis 8, Minn.

Please send my free copy of "Automatic Controls for the Modern School."
SOUTHERN HOSPITAL PLANNERS ATTEND CONFERENCE AT BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI

During four days in May—from the 18th to the 21st—a regional architectural meeting called the Southern Conference on Hospital Planning was held in Biloxi, Mississippi. It was one of the most successful meetings of that sort (if, indeed, there has ever been another exactly like it) that has yet been held, and it set a standard for content, attendance, and intelligent direction that will be hard to surpass.

Approximately a fifth of the registered architects in the southern states attended the sessions, and all whom this correspondent talked to found the meetings well worth their while. The continuous seminar discussions presented many fresh points of view; Frank Lloyd Wright was an added attraction; official representatives attended from the A.I.A., the American Hospital Association, the Public Health Service, and other agencies. A well-planned exhibit area in the Buena Vista Hotel added to the value of the meeting.

On the day preceding the opening session, a student competition was judged, with 18 entries representing the best efforts of six southern architectural schools to solve a small community hospital problem. It occupied a hard-working jury far into the night. Thomas Creighton, P/A editor, was professional advisor for a jury composed of Chairman Edward D. Stone, architect; A. L. Aydelott and William A. Riley, architects; H. G. Hughes, architect for the Department of National Health and Welfare in Canada; Everett W. Jones, of Modern Hospital; and Marshall Shaffer, architect, and Louise Waagen, nurse, both of the USPHS Hospital Facilities Division.

First prize ($160) went to James G. Cheyne, of Alabama Polytechnic Institute. Second prize ($140) was won by Carroll G. Harmon, of North Carolina State. Third Prize ($100) was awarded to Fred L. Harrison, of Georgia Institute of Technology.

Five Honorable Mentions ($20 each) were given to the following: Byron Haner, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Thomas T. Hayes, Jr., North Carolina State; Antonio J. Moreno, Alabama Polytechnic Institute; Bond R. Sedberry, Clemson; George J. Wallace, Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

The judgment was difficult and the jury was not unanimous in its decision. The debate, as Mr. Stone explained in his jury report during the Conference, was three-sided. At least one jury member insisted that a one-story solution, given an adequate plot (500 by 500 feet, fairly level) was obviously the right one. The third-prize winner had such a solution, with good flexibility of patient room-use and control carefully studied.

Excellent arrangement and relationship of spaces won First Prize for James G. Cheyne, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, whose design for a small community hospital is shown here. Six southern architectural schools entered the student competition.
Second Prize went to Carroll G. Harmon, North Carolina State, for this design; admired by the Jury for its simple architectural expression and its low cubic content.

The one-story solution favored by the Jury was used for this design by Fred L. Harrison, Georgia Institute of Technology, that won Third Prize. Careful study of controls and flexibility of patient room-use were particularly admired.
Progress Report

(Continued from page 12)

It was felt, however, that the first-floor service area was somewhat awkwardly handled.

A sizable segment of the jury admired the simple architectural expression of the second-prize winner and its low cubic content, forgiving the lower-floor space which required grade revision, and several functional errors. (Few of the competitors seemed to understand fully the function of a central sterile supply room, for instance.)

However, in the final vote, the excellent arrangement and relationship of spaces in the first-prize scheme won the jury vote.

Talks during the business sessions ranged from very off-the-cuff remarks on the relation of the architect to his client, by Boston Architect Riley, to a most stimulating and controversial discussion of aseptic operating room techniques and what they imply in the way of planning and equipment, by Dr. Carl Walter, also of Boston. John Merrill, Isadore Rosenfield, Slocum Kingsbury, Joseph Blumenkranz, and other architects who have had much experience in the hospital field spoke on specialized subjects; in addition, those who attended had the privilege of hearing excellent papers by Dr. Carl Breastup, on radiology; Dr. Stewart Clifford, on pediatrics; Dr. F. A. McLendon, on obstetrics; Dr. Harvey Slocum, on surgery, etc. Miss Lucile Petry of USPHS led an excellent discussion on the nursing unit, and other sessions dealt with mechanical and electrical engineering problems and service areas.

The committee of three which arranged the conference—with help from a number of others in various details—was made up of Moreland Smith (Sherlock, Smith & Adams), of Montgomery, Alabama; A. L. Aydelott (Dent & Aydelott), of Memphis, Tennessee; and Jaque B. Norman, hospital consultant, of Greenville, South Carolina. They worked hard and successfully, and deserve full credit for a fruitful conference which should result in improved hospital planning in the southern states.

Moreland Smith much enjoyed his privilege of introducing Frank Lloyd Wright to the final dinner assembly and all those present relished his pleasure. Wright spoke in much the same vein he did at Houston, emphasizing the fact that organic architecture could be the measure by which the progress of the United States toward a true democracy might be gauged. A new Wright opus was promised when it was announced that he had agreed to design a memorial to Louis Sullivan, sponsored by the Conference, to be erected where Sullivan lived for a time and built himself a cottage at Ocean Springs, near Biloxi.

T.H.C.

NOTICES

CHANGE OF FIRM NAME


ELECTED

Walter H. Kilham, Jr., has been elected president of the New York Chapter, A.I.A., succeeding Harold R. Sleeper. Other officers are Ben John Small, vice-president; M. Milton Glass, secretary; and William Potter, treasurer.

(Continued on page 16)
DOOR CLOSERS BY LCN
CLOSER CONCEALED IN DOOR
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

LCN CATALOG 11-E ON REQUEST
LCN CLOSERS, INC., 466 WEST SUPERIOR STREET
CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

Burnham & Hammond, Inc., Architects
AWARDS
The Association of the Alumni of the American Academy in Rome has announced the winners of two cash prizes in its 22nd collaborative competition for students of architecture, landscape architecture, painting, and sculpture in United States colleges and art schools. The problem was the development of a 10-acre island into the recreational center of a large shore community. First prize of $200 was awarded to a team of students from Western Reserve University and the Cleveland School of Art—Robert F. Story, architect; J. Sherman Thomas, landscape architect; Stephen Magada, painter; and Peter Stevens, sculptor.

Second prize of $100 was won by a team from the University of Pennsylvania and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts—Roly O. Enge, architect; Hugh Wiley, painter; and John J. Myers, sculptor.

Of the three honorable mentions awarded, two went to teams from Cornell University and one to a team from Cranbrook Academy.

An annual Student Award in Architecture for upper classmen has been set up at Western Reserve University by the Cleveland Chapter of the Producers’ Council. The award, $150 yearly for the next five years, has been established to acquaint students with the activities of the Producers’ Council and the relationship between the Council and the A.I.A.

Each year, at the beginning of the winter session, the School of Architecture faculty will determine the general nature and detailed program of the competition. This year’s award will be given to the writers of the three best research papers in the course, materials and methods, and will be announced shortly.

The Washington (D.C.) Board of Trade has awarded 13 certificates of merit for “excellence in design” to architects, owners, and builders of 12 new buildings and one community planning site in the national capital area. A jury consisting of Dean Leopold Arnaud, John F. Harbeson, and Edward D. Stone, toured Washington to inspect first-hand many of the 147 entries. The Board of Trade sponsored the competition in its drive for better architecture in Washington and the surrounding four counties.

RESEARCH
Ernest A. Grunsfeld, Jr., of the firm of Friedman, Alsucher & Sincere & Ernest A. Grunsfeld, Jr., has begun an intensive study of housing in Europe expected to take several months. He will survey the development of city planning and site planning techniques, types of heating, cooperative housing, use of materials, and house design. He plans to visit France, England, Italy, Denmark, Switzerland, and Sweden.

NEW ADDRESSES
Earl R. Mac Donald, Architect, 251 Kearny St., San Francisco 8, Calif.
Frederick Perl, Interior Designer, 565 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Leo F. Mulqueen, Acoustical Engineer Consultant, 5222 Massachusetts Ave., N. W., Washington 16, D. C.
Nathan R. Ginsburg, Architect, 521 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Charles Melov, Architect, 320 Miracle Mile, Coral Gables, Fla.
Robert S. McCoy & G. Norman Blair, Architects, 4 Chatsworth Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.
Everybody in the building industry knows about Brixment for masonry. But do you know that Brixment also makes a very superior stucco?

When the new Central Public Library was built in Washington, D.C., stucco was specified for each of the building's tremendous ends (96' high by 120' and 140' wide). Materials and workmanship of the highest quality were of course required.

After due consideration and experimentation, Brixment was selected for the stucco. James Kane & Sons, Inc., the plastering contractors, report that the job is entirely satisfactory, that they have now used Brixment stucco with equally good results on several other jobs, and that they "do not hesitate to recommend Brixment as a completely satisfactory stucco mortar."

Brixment stucco is mixed and used exactly like portland cement stucco, except that no lime is required. It makes better stucco, however, because it is more plastic, has a more convenient hardening time, resists moisture and is less liable to hair-checking and crazing. And Brixment stucco costs less than any comparable mix of portland cement and lime. Ask your dealer for "Brixment for Stucco and Plaster"—or write us direct.

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, Incorporated, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Compare this Metal Door for Appearance... for Quality
then look at the price!

Handsome-styled Fenestra® Standard Stock Metal Doors are designed for the finest buildings. They look expensive. But they’re not.

One reason for their low cost is Fenestra standardization. Standardization streamlines production... keeps quality uniformly high... cost surprisingly low.

You make important savings on installation, too. Insulated Fenestra Metal Doors come complete with frames and hardware.

Installation consists of just 4 simple steps. Bolt the frame together... attach the frame to floor and anchor it to walls... screw on template locks and hinges... hang the door. No mortising, no drilling, no tapping, no prime painting. Time saved. Trouble saved. Money saved.

COMPLETE FENESTRA DOORS ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

Fenestra Doors, including those with the Underwriters’ B Label, are immediately available from conveniently located stocks. The complete unit—door, frame and hardware—comes carefully wrapped to protect the finish.

For further information, call your local Fenestra Representative (see phone book listing), see Sweet's Architectural File, Section 15a/7, or write Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. PA-7, 2253 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Michigan.

Fenestra
STANDARD STOCK METAL
SWING AND SLIDE DOORS
THE STEEL UNDERFLOOR ELECTRICAL RACEWAY SYSTEM
FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND MODERNIZATION

**Fits ANY TYPE of floor construction**

PROVIDES CONVENIENCE OUTLETS AT THE FLOOR SURFACE

New junction box permits installing NEPCODUCT in the upper 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)" of concrete slab or above steel deck construction.

- A complete and independent system to meet electrical designs of engineers and for installation by electrical tradesmen.
- Brings outlets—already threaded—to the concrete floor surface.
- Eliminates cutting the permanent structure and boring through raceway to establish service connections.
- Reduces cost of electrical extensions and maintenance through easy accessibility to services in junction boxes and outlets.
- Ample outlets and circuit capacity for telephone, communications, light and power.

Let us send you complete service and installation data on NEPCODUCT Underfloor Wiring Systems and Service Fittings.

**Steel for permanence Grounded for Safety**

National Electric PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1328 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING, PITTSBURGH 19, PA.
Right in its element!

clean, durable facing tile
for drug and chemical plants

In any interior—
... where walls are exposed to acid spray and fumes
... where cleanliness is vital, and hard wear a "normal" condition
... where the demands are heavy and the going rough
— that's where Structural Clay Facing Tile is right in its element... at its beautiful best!

A hard, impervious finish fortifies Facing Tile for this kind of heavy duty performance, particularly in drug and chemical plants. It resists alkalies and most acids; will not crack, scratch or decay; keeps dirt, grease and even bacteria on the surface where they can be washed away, thoroughly.

Facing Tile is right for economy, too. Cleaning is easy and inexpensive. Redecorating is never necessary. At one cost, with one operation, it builds a structurally strong, firesafe, modular coordinated wall and an attractive interior, finished in one of many light-reflecting colors, either glazed or unglazed.

For complete information write the Institute, contact any of its members, or see Sweet's.

INSTITUTE MEMBERS
Belden Brick Company, Canton, Ohio ★ Continental Clay Products
Kittanning, Pennsylvania ★ Charleston Clay Products Co., Charleston 22, West Virginia ★ Hanley Company

FACING TILE INSTITUTE
1756 K Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
The light weight of Truscon Open Truss Steel Joists assures easy handling and speedy erection schedules with a small crew of men and no heavy hoisting equipment. Yet, these joists are extremely strong and rigid. They are ideal for floor and roof requirements in all types of building construction, and are designed with a high factor of safety that will meet every exacting specification.

The "O-T" Open Truss Steel Joist is a Warren truss having top and bottom chords of wide tee-shaped members and a plain round continuous web member. The bottom chord is continuous from end to end of joist and bent up at the ends to form the bearings. These steel joists are fabricated by means of electric machine welding under pressure, making positive connections at all joints. The underslung design of the bearing permits maximum head-room under the supporting beam. The open web allows the passage of pipes and conduits in any direction.

Truscon "O-T" Open Truss Steel Joists are very simple to install, being completely shop fabricated and reach the job ready for placing. Each joist is marked to correspond with the erection diagram, thus greatly simplifying and speeding construction work.

Put manpower to more profitable use—get your building up faster—get the complete mechanical details of Truscon "O-T" Open Truss Steel Joists now. Detailed literature on request.

Manufacturers of a Complete Line of Steel Windows and Mechanical Operators • Steel Joists • Metal Lath • Steeldeck Roofs • Reinforcing Steel • Industrial and Hangar Steel Doors • Bank Vault Reinforcing • Radio Towers • Bridge Floors.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
Warehouses and sales offices in principal cities.
Every General Electric lamp in the new buyers' room at Textron, Inc. does double duty—as decorative and utility lighting.

For general lighting, General Electric fluorescent and projector lamps add a modern touch, give plenty of light for comfortable seeing. The stage and displays are highlighted by General Electric projector and reflector lamps in distinctive fixtures to focus attention and show off fabrics at their best.

Whether you're designing a show room or a store, a factory, office, restaurant or home, specify General Electric lamps. Their quality is assured by more than 480 tests and inspections and they are constantly being improved to STAY BRIGHTER LONGER.

Display is lighted by G-E 40-watt fluorescent lamps recessed in vertical, tapered post. Three projector lamps on post provide accent lighting on model.

"Floating" fixture has G-E 40-watt fluorescents on top to brighten ceiling. Adjustable projector lamps in bottom bring accent lighting close to display.

You can put your confidence in—

GENERAL ELECTRIC
you achieve such interesting effects

with Blue Ridge

P A T T E R N E D  G L A S S

Because it's glass, it transmits light. Yet its patterns obscure vision and add the “texture-interest” of fabric.

That's why so many architects and designers specify Blue Ridge Patterned Glass... for panels, partitions, windows facing unwanted views, even for entire walls. It assures privacy plus light through the same area... builds in beauty that never fades, never needs refinishing.

Over 20 Blue Ridge patterns suggest countless design ideas. All may be Satinol®-finished for greater privacy, and most may be Securitized (heat-tempered) for greater strength. For complete data, see Sweet's Architectural File, and consult your L·O·F Glass Distributor.

In a modern home, clear Flutex panel spreads abundant light over hall and stairway. Architect Ernst Payer, Cleveland, O.

In a Toledo, Ohio, restaurant, Doublex glass separates lounge from dining room, adds sparkle, is easy to keep clean. Designed by James A. Coughlin, Inc.

In West Coast offices of Street & Smith Publications, vertical louvers of Satinol Louvrex flood desks with diffused light. Designed by Alyne Whalen, Beverly Hills.

yours on request... two "idea" books!

"Patterned Glass for Modernization" is copiously illustrated with commercial installations. "New Adventures in Decorating" shows ways to use Patterned Glass in residences. Write:—Blue Ridge Sales Division, Libbey · Owens · Ford Glass Company, 8279 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

BLUE RIDGE Patterned GLASS

In July 1949 23
Asbestos Corrugated Transite reduces load-bearing factor 83% on new power plant addition! Transite sheets give attractive, streamlined appearance...and they can't rot, rust, or burn.

This type of construction, compared with solid masonry, reduced the load-bearing factor from 120 to 20 pounds per square foot! It also provided fire protection, insulation, and permitted the use of less extensive pilings and foundations for the rest of the building.

Architects and engineers are constantly discovering new uses for J-M Corrugated Asbestos Transite, not the least of which is its surprisingly effective function in attractive, modern design.

Send for new brochure which may help you on your next project. Johns-Manville, Box 290, New York 16, N. Y.
Beauty that's more than skin deep...

American-Standard products are styled to stand out in any setting. But their good looks go a lot deeper than their trim lines, smooth finishes and striking colors. It's the beautiful way they perform and stand up in actual installations—the efficient, trouble-free service they give in the home—that make them the finest heating equipment and plumbing fixtures that money can buy. For information about the complete line, contact your Heating and Plumbing Contractor. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

All the charming features and luxuries of the private bath and dressing room are incorporated in this space-saving room. The bath is the luxurious NEO-ANGLE. Companion fixtures are the attractive ROXBURY Lavatory and the quiet MAST-TER ONE-PIECE Water Closet. All three are available in white and harmonizing colors.

Two of the many modern heating units made by American-Standard. Left—The oil fired OAK-MONT Boiler. Right—The gas fired SHAWNEE Warm Air Furnace. The complete line covers equipment for every type of heating...and for every kind of fuel.
Marble in the bathroom is not a luxury. In fact, taking into consideration only its first cost and its lasting qualities, it is the least expensive material to be had.

Moreover, Marble is completely adaptable to modern trends in planning and appointing bathrooms. When Marble is used, the bathroom is clean and inviting, and worthy of being introduced to any guest.

Whether with modern decor or period design, Marble is always beautiful, always an aid in maintaining sanitary conditions.

Write Managing Director for latest literature on foreign and domestic marbles. Dept. 29-B

Marble Institute of America, Inc.

108 Forster Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y.
Surely, everyone concerned, from you and your client down to the carpenter-contractor's apprentice, will be glad to forget all about the "compromise" floors laid so numerously during the years of shortage.

You'll agree, it's mighty good news that good Northern Hard Maple Flooring is back now, in abundance!

It's available now for every job where your experience dictates its use . . . "First Grade" for the critical uses—"Second Grade" or "Second Grade or Better" on jobs where natural tone variations of the wood are acceptable—"Third Grade" where serviceability must be matched by maximum economy. All MFMA-graded and trademarked—your assurance of strict standards of soundness.

Specify Northern Hard Maple, Birch or Beech, for every purpose that calls for the most enduring and desirable of wood floors—smooth, lifetime-lasting, bright and cheerful, easy to finish, to re-finish, to care for.

For catalog data on MFMA Northern Hard Maple, Birch and Beech Flooring, see Sweet's, Arch. 13/g/6—Eng., 4/5/22. Write for latest listing of all the many MFMA-approved floor finishing products and processes.

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Room 383 — 46 Washington Boulevard
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN

for a truly good floor—
NORTHERN HARD MAPLE
truly modern, truly economical, truly resilient

FLOOR WITH NORTHERN HARD MAPLE
BEECH AND BIRCH
The homes and business structures you design can have added comfort by building your plans around the amazingly different Servel All-Year Air Conditioner.

Servel is different because it not only provides refreshing, refrigerated, dehumidified cooling in summer—it also provides draft-free heating in winter. With this one compact unit, your clients enjoy year-round comfort, ideal indoor climate. With a mere flick of a switch, Servel can be changed from heating to cooling in the same day if desired. And relative humidity is always just right.

The Servel unit is economical to operate; it is backed by a 5-year warranty; it enables you to effect many design and construction economies. For complete facts on Servel All-Year Air Conditioning, ask your local Gas Company, or write direct to Servel, Inc., 4907 Morton Avenue, Evansville 20, Indiana.

ONLY SERVEL OFFERS ALL THESE ADVANTAGES

- Draft-free warmth
- Efficient cooling
- Positive dehumidification
- Fingertip control
- Dependable performance
- Filter-cleaned air
- Economical operation
- 5-year warranty
- No moving parts in cooling system
BUILDERS! CONTRACTORS! HERE'S HOW TO HANG DOORS FASTER, MORE PROFITABLY!

ASK FOR Tru-Sized Streamliner Doors

THEY COME TO YOU ALREADY SAWS, PLANED, FITTED, PRIMED!*

Save up to 55 minutes per installation with these top-quality, modern doors! They're precision-machined to standard book opening. That means they fit perfectly in any jamb that is square and true, save you valuable time and money!

Tru-Sized Streamliner Doors are lighter, stronger than old-type slab doors, too—thanks to their special horizontal girder, hollow core construction and specially built plywood panels. Every door is color labeled to tell you exactly what you're getting—and what you're getting is the best, the most profitable door you can buy! Write for all the facts about Streamliner Doors today!

*Factory priming is available at a slight additional cost.

THE Wheeler Osgood COMPANY

Plants and General Offices: Tacoma, Washington

NEW YORK OFFICE

CHICAGO OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

LOS ANGELES OFFICE

SAN ANTONIO OFFICE

1314 6th Ave. • Broadway Bldg. • 4132 W. 35th St.

1216 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 5, Illinois

3045 19th Street, San Francisco, California

1510 So. Bay View Ave., Los Angeles 11, California

311 East 2nd Street, San Antonio 6, Texas

Longacre 4-4320

Hotel 5-3838

Valencia 6-3243

Heide 4-3841

Circus 4-3841
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How do you like your unit heaters... with, or without?

How do you like your unit heaters... with or without adjustable diffusers?... with or without ductwork?... with or without ventilation air?... high velocity delivery?... low final temperature?

Do you want propeller type... blower type... vertical discharge... horizontal discharge... floor, wall, or ceiling mounting?

You can have what you want, but not in any one type of unit. Four distinct types are needed to meet requirements encountered constantly on jobs of any scope.

How do you handle such situations? Do you select from limited lines and juggle the job to fit the units? Or do you come to Trane, where all four basic types—shown below—are available? Select from this complete line and you won't have to put square unit heater pegs in the round holes of job requirements.

And remember, too, at this one-stop source of supply you can also secure your convectors, coils, unit ventilators, and heating specialties for steam or hot water. One company; one responsibility. And back of it all, on-the-spot cooperation from the best-trained engineering sales staff in the industry.

You have everything to win—with Trane.

Here are the "Four Freedoms" of unit heater selection: 1. Twenty-four sizes of horizontal units; 2. Sixteen sizes of vertical projection units; 3. Twenty-four combinations of compact force-flo heaters; 4. Sixty-eight standard arrangements of blower units.
How PC Glass Blocks heighten architectural appeal...

...is effectively shown in this church edifice at Tulsa, Oklahoma, designed by Architect J. Hale Smyth. But, in addition to their marked decorative value, PC Glass Blocks have inherent characteristics that bring actual savings to owners. PC Glass Blocks rarely need repairs or replacement...there is no painting involved...they are easily cleaned. So maintenance costs are lowered. Their hollow construction (creating a partial vacuum) offers twice the insulating value of ordinary single-glazing. This reduces heating and air-conditioning costs. And they save on artificial lighting by admitting an abundance of daylight over wide areas—diffused and directed as you desire. We suggest you include PC Glass Blocks in your plans.

Right now, though, why not send for our free descriptive literature.

Distributed by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company; by W. P. Fuller & Co. on the Pacific Coast, and by Hobbs Glass Ltd. in Canada
America Needs '49ers

Just a hundred years ago, the Forty-niners stormed the gold fields of California. They faced staggering obstacles, sure hardship, uncertain reward. Thousands failed, thousands of others realized modest gain, a few made fortunes. None sought or received help or direction from a benevolent government.

Now a century later, America faces another age of golden opportunity—an era when science and industry reveal new treasure to be had for the making. Turning today's visions into reality calls for '49ers—men of purpose and resolution, courage and independent spirit. You as a leader in your community may find a personal challenge and an inspiration in the Old '49er. By example and precept, you can help America toward her greatest accomplishments—in prosperity and peace.

The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company
General Offices--Youngstown 1, Ohio
Export Offices--500 Fifth Avenue, New York
MANUFACTURERS OF CARBON, ALLOY AND YOLOY STEELS

ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE - COKE TIN PLATE - WIRE - COLD FINISHED CARBON AND ALLOY BARS - PIPE AND TUBULAR PRODUCTS - CONDUIT - RODS - SHEETS - PLATES - BARS - RAILROAD TRACK SPIKES.
They must take hard use, abuse, cleaning—and stay beautiful! That is why Vinylite Brand Plastic in the form of sheeting covers the walls and furniture of the inviting cafeteria and office shown here—spreads its colorful welcome to resident and visitor alike.

Vinylite Brand Plastics are highly fade-resistant, as well as spot-, stain-, alkali-, alcohol-, and chemical-resistant. They come in a rainbow range of colors—which can be lighter and "cleaner" than ever before. The sheeting is readily adaptable to virtually all types of furniture, to walls, bar fronts, cabinets and a host of other locations where appearance is an attribute.

Whether for upholstery, or walls, or for floors as shown above (tile or continuous type), Vinylite Brand Plastics offer architects a new opportunity for rich blends of color and design—plus serviceability. If you are planning or redesigning offices, cafeterias, hotel lounges, play rooms, kitchens—and would be sure they'll get along with people—specify Vinylite Brand Plastic materials. For suppliers' names, and technical data, write Dept. GD-58.

Upholstery Material by United States Plywood Corporation

Vinylite
BRAND
PLASTICS

BAKELITE CORPORATION
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Steel pipe is first choice

for the churches of America

There are 253,762 churches in continental United States with nearly 74 million members. Their presence in every city and town, and in hamlet and countryside across the nation, is a tribute to the essential morality of Americans.

Into these temples of worship we have poured the richness of the architectural inspiration of the past and present, so that today the white spire of a country church or the majesty of a gothic cathedral represents the finest creative efforts of the men who build.

Beyond the structural elements of steel and concrete, brick and stone, attainment approaching perfection has been assured by today's high standards of materials. Not the least of these is steel pipe, helping to make each church a comfortable place in which to worship, through adequate heating, plumbing, lighting, and ventilation. For these services steel pipe has a dominant place because steel pipe is durable, adaptable, serviceable, and economical.

In fact, of all pipe used for plumbing and heating purposes in all types of structures, steel pipe predominates by a wide margin. Yes, steel pipe is first choice!

Ask for your copy of the interesting story "Pipe in American Life."

COMMITTEE ON STEEL PIPE RESEARCH OF AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE

350 Fifth Avenue
New York 7, N. Y.
Inexpensive Idea Gives Homes and Apartments

That "Luxury Look"

Combination of block and strip floors adds style and variety to any home

Why use the same type of hardwood floor throughout a home when you can get so much extra style and beauty with this inexpensive idea: Use modern Bruce Block Floors in the living and dining rooms, and use beautiful Bruce Strip Floors in bedrooms and hallways. You'll find this distinctive "floor plan" one of the most admired and popular features of your homes. It's just the sort of touch that marks a home as "architecturally designed." Mail the coupon for literature and information. E. L. BRUCE CO., Memphis, Tenn., World's Largest Maker of Hardwood Floors.

Bruce Hardwood Floors

- Bruce prefinish gives more beauty, longer wear
  Both types of Bruce Floors (Block and Strip) are available with a factory-applied finish that brings out all the natural beauty of the wood grain. It's a penetrating seal finish that resists abuse because it's "in the wood"—not a surface finish that scratches, chips and wears away.

Mail coupon for more information

E. L. BRUCE CO.
Memphis (1), Tenn.
Send literature on Bruce Hardwood Floors (Block and Strip) to:

Name..................................................
Firm.................................................
Address............................................
City and State....................................
Quiet and comfort are musts in a college library. That's why you'll find Agitair Type R's providing noiseless, draftless air diffusion at Lamont Library, Harvard. These diffusers assure 100% air distribution in any shape area from any location... blend perfectly with modern architectural treatments.

Write for Complete Data

AIR DEVICES, INC.
17 East 42nd St. • New York 17, N.Y.
AIR DIFFUSERS • AIR FILTERS • ROOF EXHAUSTERS
New beauty with Insulux: Handsome new Insulux Glass Block No. 331 has remarkable variation in design, and is called "Random Clear" because each succeeding block differs from the last. Its appearance is of a character usually associated with fine handmade glass. Through ingenious use of automatic equipment, more than 80 different face designs are made. Yet, all are similar. For complete information, write American Structural Products Company, Dept. F-169, P.O. Box 1635, Toledo 1, Ohio.
Utmost Structural Stability and Fire-Safety

IN HOUSTON’S PALATIAL NEW HOTEL

NATIONWIDE interest in The Shamrock, largest hotel built since the war, naturally dwells on deluxe decor and distinguished service. But the structure itself is as sound of heart and sinew as modern building methods can make it: Strong, durable concrete throughout... fireproof of itself... quality concrete, every cubic yard, with mixes carefully designed to produce the full potential of strength and durability provided by cement itself of highest quality. As in New York’s Waldorf-Astoria, Lone Star Cement was used exclusively in The Shamrock—a total of 50,000 bbls.

Lone Star Cements meet every construction need: LONE STAR PORTLAND CEMENT, for outstanding performance in all types of construction... *INCOR* 24-OUR CEMENT, where dependable high early strength cuts time, form and winter costs... LONE STAR AIR-ENTRAINING CEMENT for highway work and many other uses... LONE STAR MASONRY CEMENT for quality masonry. There is added assurance in the unvarying quality of Lone Star Cements.

*Lone Star Cement, with its subsidiaries, is one of the world’s largest cement producers: 15 modern mills, 27,000,000 barrels annual capacity

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION
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Church: Austin, Texas

ARThUR FEHR & CHARLES GRANGER, ARCHITECTS; WILSON & COTTINGHAM, CONSULTING ENGINEERS

The first stage of an expandable scheme, this little church is the future transept of the completed church structure (see development plan over page). Built mainly of native quarried limestone (bearing walls) with commercial metal projected sash in the large openings that will eventually receive the nave of the church, the initial unit is, nonetheless, a complete small church in itself. Not the least remarkable aspect of the design performance is that the present structure was built, complete, for $21,000—in 1948!

At right: general interior view.
Above left: view from northwest, showing office extension at rear.
Photo Associates by Ulric Meisel
Above: view from southwest. Redwood panels at either side of large sash area on the west are provided to accommodate the width of the nave that will be built on this side.

Across page: chancel of present church. Panel behind altar is sienna-stained oak flooring, with gray-painted, V-groove pine boarding at either side. Altar, lectern, pulpit, and communion rail: natural-finish white oak. Two-foot-square acoustic tile surfaces the ceiling. A warm-air heating system, combining characteristics of both a direct and radiant panel system, occurs in the hung ceiling over the central portion.
To develop for this Lutheran mission a building program that will eventually include a church to accommodate 600, and a school, offices, and a parish house. A first unit, to be built as economically as possible and schemed in such a way that the ultimate construction will require only minimum change in the initial building.

**site:**
138' x 180' plot bounded on three sides by city streets, with the main artery toward the south. Site is surrounded by an established residential neighborhood.

**solution:**
The present building so sited and planned that it will become the transept of the enlarged church with practically no structural change. The side window areas will be removed and relocated in the two side walls of the future nave. Flanking the western window area are panels of redwood-surfaced frame, to allow for the greater width needed for the nave, the narrower eastern opening being adequate for the future sanctuary. Four limestone piers provide the main structure of the initial building; roof construction is of wide flange sections cut and welded to form slope of roof.
MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Heating: gas-fired furnaces; forced warm air travels above ceiling and is released at 110-120 degrees at very low velocity through ceiling plaques, the system combining characteristics of both a direct and radiant system. Electrical: low-wattage incandescent bulbs in suspended ceiling troughs; wall-bracket accent lights flood ceiling; individual spots.

CHURCH: AUSTIN, TEXAS
The permanent home of the St. Frances Xavier Cabrini Parish (founded, 1946), the present plant includes church proper, parish hall, offices, and priest's quarters. Future development will add a five-classroom school to the east (just out of right side of photo). Indentations along low side wall of church are chapel-like projections provided for the Stations of the Cross. Photography Inc.
Church for a congregation of 225. First stage to include, in addition to the church, a parish hall and kitchen (downstairs), church offices, and rectory. Future development to add a parochial school with five classrooms.

**Program:**

**Site:** Large plot, bordered on three sides by streets, with access to church desirable from two of these, access to church offices from the third.

**Solution:** Church placed near west boundary of site, to face south; side entrance, including stair to balcony, on west side; rear (north) entrance directly to parish offices and priest's quarters. Economy dictated low, side walls of masonry, with exposed wood roof supported on laminated arches soaring above. Simple, direct use of humble materials. Separate chapel-like recesses (side lighted) provided along sides of nave for the 14 Stations of the Cross.

**Materials and Methods**

**Construction:** Frame: laminated wood arches in church proper; bearing walls in rectory. Walls: reinforced concrete surfaced with either asphalt or rubber tile. Roofing: asphalt shingles over wood purlins and 2-in. deck (church); tar and gravel on rectory. Fenestration: special wood sash; clear glass; glass block. Insulation: wool-type above side chapels; 1-in. rigid type above roof deck.

**Equipment:** Heating: oil-fired furnace serving hot-water radiant slab heating system (church); steam convectors in rectory; automatic controls.
Photos across page: left—south entrance with cut-stone cross; oak doors, arranged in form of the Papal cross, have varicolored, jewel-like glass insets; right—black walnut altars stand out against natural-finish oak plywood back walls. A carved statue of St. Frances Cabrini will later be mounted above the left-hand side altar, similar in character to the statue of the Virgin by Sculptor Alonzo Hauser that already surmounts the right-hand side altar (photo immediately at left).

Photo at bottom, this page, clearly shows the side walls, one of the recesses for a Station of the Cross, the setback providing space for core lighting and the exposed laminated roof arches, purlins, and roof boarding.
The prime characteristic that distinguishes a specialty shop from, say, a department store, variety store, or service shop is that it is basically a retail outlet for a single type of merchandise. Nor is this statement invalidated when, as is often the case, closely related secondary lines of merchandise also are stocked. For in this latter case, the secondary lines are included for no other reason than to bolster the sales of the specialty.

In looking at specialty shops as successful pieces of architecture, therefore, one can fairly expect something more than the fundamental things considered in any architectural work—a sensible plan, a wise choice and employment of materials and equipment, and an integration of all elements into an harmonious whole. For, since emphasis is on but one sort of merchandise, the specialty shop can and usually does develop a decidedly more individual character than one would expect in a department store.

The design approach is at once affected by the size and quality of the merchandise to be handled. Women's hosiery, for instance, requires totally different types of display spaces and storage facilities from those needed for tennis rackets. And so on down the line. In the finished design expres-

**Jewelry: Beverly Hills, California**

**program:** Store for the sale of pearls and costume jewelry; all sales transactions to be handled at display tables with both customer and salesclerk seated. Rear entrance (from parking space) required in addition to main boulevard entrance at front.

**site:** Long, narrow interior lot facing on much-traveled and fashionable Wilshire Boulevard; parking lot at rear also used by adjoining quality shops.

**solution:** A small-scale, jewel-box-like approach with the main salesroom almost secreted from the street entrance by the depth of a circular display arcade lined with display cases on the sides. Symmetrical street front treatment, austere and chaste, with center door and, at either side, rectangular display windows. One wall of salesroom mirror-lined for apparent added width; other main wall leather-upholstered with insets of display cases and storage units. Generous sales tables with display-case tops and storage drawers on the salesclerk's side. Long corridor to parking area at rear is equipped with chairs and three display cases. The corridor is enlivened with planting bays and two aquariums.
sion, also, one will look for some distinctive quality that suggests at once the type of merchandise being sold. In a lace shop one might reasonably anticipate a certain fragile and elegant quality, whereas a men's clothing store would be well on the rugged side.

As with any shop, judgment of specialty shops must consider how readily identifiable the shop is, how sensibly provisions have been made for merchandise display, and how directly entrances and interior traffic are arranged. And, though a shop is primarily a merchandising tool, one who is considering it also as architecture will inevitably look for an integrated finished design quality.

Three of the shops shown in this critique are clothing stores—one for women, two for men. Since this sort of specialty shop carries a rather more extensive line of related merchandise than most, the design problem more nearly approximates that of the general store. But in the jewelry shop (this page) and the bookstore (page 54) the merchandise is highly specialized, and the architects in each case have had the opportunity to develop individual environments for the particular business concerned.

RAPHAEL S. SORIANO AND SERGE CHERMAYEFF, ARCHITECTS
MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Air conditioning: complete year-round installation, with automatic controls.

At left: top—general view of rear entrance from parking space; display case, right, aquariums and planting beyond; bottom—looking back to the parking lot from salesroom entrance; flat block is used on right-hand wall, gray on left-hand wall and ceiling.

Photo below: tempered plate-glass doorway from rear passage into main sales area.
Men's Wear: White Plains, New York

BURKE & KOBER, DESIGNERS; O Lindo Grossi, ARCHITECT

Stone, roman brick, bronze, wood, rich color, and planting bays distinguish the surface pattern of this suburban men's clothing shop. Interior layout and facilities (see next page) are carefully contrived to serve the precise customer group that will use the store.

Above: outside and inside one of the two main entrances. Photos: Richard Garrison
To develop within an irregular-shaped existing area a shop carrying a full line of men's clothing to serve the special needs of a suburban community. Hat department, for instance, smaller; sportswear, considerably larger in proportion, than in the company's city stores.

An odd, L-shaped area on two levels, with each end of the L opening to a street. Corner area (at present occupied by another tenant) later to be added to this store's space.

Organization of the departments to invite customer travel from one entrance to the other; recessed entrances for easy window shopping; ledge selling or self-service racks and cases used for varied merchandising to foster impulse buying and quicker sales. Simple use of natural materials; club-type lounge chairs upholstered in clothing materials. Basement is used for stock, alterations, shipping, receiving, etc. Shop is fully air conditioned. Plan worked out so that at time corner space is taken over, only minimum alteration will be required in present store.
MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Air conditioning: year-round system; automatic controls.

Before and after photographs of the store front. The architect wanted an awning with a straight edge, but this one came with scallops and—because the town is distant from a large community—the replacement is difficult.

At bottom of pages: left—the arcade entrance, with wood-sheathed display-case panel continuing through to the inside; right—general view looking toward open front.

Photos: Roger Sturtevant

MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Heating and air conditioning: two warm-air unit heaters; manual control; evaporative air cooler; double deflection grilles.

Men's Wear: Reedley, California
FRANCIS JOSEPH McCARTHY, ARCHITECT
program: To remodel, within an extremely limited budget, an existing brick building that was in a poor state of repair. A shop was wanted that would be an asset to the community but that would not be so sleek that it would intimidate the local farmers and laborers, from whom the greatest part of the business was expected.

site: Interior lot on southwest side of the main street; subject to the hot valley sunshine.

solution: The plan consists of a 10-foot-deep recessed entrance arcade which (along with a disappearing awning at the building line) provides needed shade; a deep rectangular sales area, and a workroom at the rear. The window wall at the back of the arcade front makes the entire shop into a showcase. To meet the budget, the new flooring is T. & G. pine boards made up from posts the owner had on his ranch. When funds allow, this will be covered with linoleum tile. Heating is from exposed unit heaters, and an evaporative cooler tempers the hot weather. Cabinetry for display and storage was made by local carpenters. Old brick front was replaced with regular-coursed roman brick.
Books: Pelham, New York
JOSE A. FERNANDEZ, ARCHITECT

program: A bookstore, with a rental library and secondary lines of records, greeting cards, and gifts.
site: Typical interior lot.
solution: Recessed, open front, placed at angle to the street; departments lined along walls or arranged in alcoves; incidental gift display cases and storage cabinets built around existing structural columns (one display case cantilevered around column outside the building, in the entrance arcade). Cash counter and wrapping desk near entrance. Treatment of recessed front; door and right-hand wall surfaced with mahogany wood strips; left-hand wall: brick. Ceiling: square panels of mahogany, separated by V joints. Lettering suspended from ceiling, painted dark green. Display window and cases lighted from suspended, overhead reflectors. Dark green terrazzo floor. Interior treatment; hung plaster ceiling painted yellow, blue-gray painted floor and wall cases. Wall cases lighted by wood baffle concealing fluorescent tubing; other merchandise illuminated by swivel, ceiling reflectors. Striated plywood, laid up with grain vertical, or horizontal, or (in squares) checkerboard fashion, surfaces wall areas. Rubber-tile floor is gray, marbleized, with dark green divider strips.
ARCH FORM 90: 107-11 HR '49

PROGRESS ARCH 30: 59, 91 & '49

PROGRESS ARCH 30: 54-5 & '49

ARCH REVIEW 104: 113.14 S '48

INTERIORS 108: 78-87 & '49
BIDDERS MAY OBTAIN COPIES OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS (INCLUDING SPECIFICATIONS AND PROPOSAL FORMS) FROM THE ARCHITECT UPON DEPOSIT OF TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS ($25.00) PER SET. OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES MAY OBTAIN COPIES AT THE SAME DEPOSIT RATES. THE FULL DEPOSIT FOR ONE SET OF DOCUMENTS WILL BE RETURNED TO THOSE WHO SUBMIT A BONA FIDE PROPOSAL AND WHO RETURN THE DOCUMENTS IN GOOD, USABLE CONDITION WITHIN TEN DAYS AFTER BIDS HAVE BEEN OPENED. ALL OTHER DEPOSITS, LESS THE COST OF PRINTING, WILL BE RETURNED UPON RETURN OF THE DOCUMENTS IN GOOD, USABLE CONDITION WITHIN TEN DAYS AFTER BIDS HAVE BEEN OPENED.

EACH PROPOSAL MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A DEPOSIT EQUAL TO 5% OF THE GROSS BID PRICE. THE DEPOSIT SHALL CONSIST OF CASH, A CASHIER'S CHECK ISSUED BY OR A CERTIFIED CHECK DRAWN ON A BANK OR TRUST COMPANY AUTHORIZED TO DO BUSINESS IN NORTH CAROLINA OR ON A BANK INSURED BY THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, A U.S. MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO THE CITY OF CHARLOTTE, OR A BID BOND AS REQUIRED BY G.S. 143-129 AS AMENDED BY CHAPTER 1104 OF THE NORTH CAROLINA LAWS OF 1951. THIS DEPOSIT WILL BE RETAINED BY THE CITY OF CHARLOTTE AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES IN EVENT OF FAILURE OF THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER TO EXECUTE THE CONTRACT WITHIN TEN DAYS AFTER THE AWARD OR TO GIVE SATISFACTORY SURETY AS REQUIRED BY THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.

NO BID MAY BE WITHDRAWN AFTER THE SCHEDULED CLOSING TIME FOR RECEIPT OF BIDS FOR A PERIOD OF THIRTY (30) DAYS.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

CONSTRUCTION: Walls (store front): brick.
Floors: terrazzo in entrance recess; linoleum, inside. Wall surfaces: mahogany; painted plaster; stricted plywood.

EQUIPMENT: Air conditioning: unit, located in small stock room at rear of store. Electrical: fluorescent tubing; incandescent spots; downlights on stems.


Photos at right: top—cash desk, near mahogany-strip-surfaced entrance door; display case and cabinet around structural column. Center—records, greeting cards, and a portion of rental library. Bottom—corner of the bookstore proper. Photos: Gottsch-O-Schlesin
Women's Wear: Germantown, Pennsylvania

THALHEIMER & WEITZ, ARCHITECTS

program: Redesign of an existing basement and two-story building, 28'-6" x 187', into a branch store for Oppenheim Collins. Twenty-one distinct sales departments.

site: Interior block site, not far from one of the busiest intersections in suburban Philadelphia.

solution: Opening up of both above-grade floors on the front of the building, with the street-level wall tilted in at an angle to favor the heavy pedestrian traffic deriving from the busy street intersection. The large second-floor glass area, with its projecting overhang, provides excellent natural light for the fur salon on the second floor. In the off-fur seasons, this area is converted to a coats-and-suits or a better-dresses department.

Basic organization of the several departments is clearly shown in the three floor plans—children's and teen-age clothes and beauty salon at the base-
ment level; accessories, lingerie, sportswear, and shoes on the street level (chief impulse-buying items), and better dresses, millinery, and furs upstairs. Lighting combines incandescent downlights; swivel-arm spot lights, and recessed or cold cathode tubing. Differentiation between departments is handled by change in wall contour, texture of wall surfacing, or other design emphasis. Walls of the front of the building are surfaced with marble; the sash is of stainless steel.

Successful element is the manner in which Thalheimer & Weitz have clearly defined some 21 departments at the same time that they joined them in design to form an harmonious unit.
Ten of the twelve floor levels are above-grade at the south corner of the west front (photo above). View at right shows old house in foreground which eventually will make way for the new northeast-turning street. Notice the vertical band near the west end of the north front of building, made up of delivery doors, for hoisting equipment to each floor.

Photos: Julius Shulman

Telephone Building:

program: A metropolitan telephone equipment building; terminus of the new coaxial cable.
site: An inside lot, facing west on a street with a 22-percent grade. Building planned for a proposed street realignment and grade change which will both reduce the street grade and curve it northeastward across the north front of the building. At that time, the present main entrance (on the north) will be dropped from the fourth- to the third-floor level.
solution: A twelve-level building, three of which are at present wholly below grade on the north front. Lower levels connect across a court at the rear to a building on a much lower adjoining street. Typical equipment floors and service rooms occur on eleven of the twelve floors. At the basement level is the boiler room and space for air-conditioning equipment. The main, north entrance is placed well to the rear of the side court to allow space for delivery trucks and for hoisting of equipment into the building through delivery doors that occur on the outside wall at each above-grade floor level.
Los Angeles, California

Frame around present, main, north entrance doors (at fourth-floor level) are polished granite; walls above are surfaced with terra cotta. This entrance will be dropped one floor, when new street alignment is completed. Photo above: present main entrance lobby. Plan below shows typical equipment floor layout, with present main entrance treatment on the north at the fourth level. A secondary entrance occurs on the third level (down the steep street-front) near the southwest corner of the building.

MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Heating and air conditioning: low-pressure steam boilers; duct system for cooled and heated air; compressors, fans, automatic controls. Electrical: floor conduit and duct system; fluorescent fixtures.
Above, left: typical west wall, showing earthquake-braced frame set back from continuous window band.
At left: assemblage of equipment on typical floor.
Below: a room devoted exclusively to testing coaxial equipment.
Clinic: Kent, Washington

CHIARELLI & KIRK, ARCHITECTS

Located on the northwest corner of a street intersection, this clinic was consciously designed not only to express its function as a professional office building but also to fit in agreeably with the surrounding residential neighborhood.

Above: view toward main entrance from the northeast; waiting room, left.

Below: south front; carport (at left) is also used for ambulance or wheelchair cases.

Photos: Dearborn-Massar
program: A clinic for a doctor, his assistant, two nurses, and one technician specializing in physiotherapy and X-ray. To be planned with future expansion in mind.

site: Flat lot on northwest corner of a street intersection in a residential area, but only two blocks west of the town's main shopping street.

solution: Entrance court facing east, toward the main street; waiting room clearly separated from working part of clinic to give the staff freedom to work in all parts of the building without bothering waiting patients. Building located on south half of the property, allowing for future expansion to the north, the new wing to join the present building through the corridor that passes between the physiotherapy room and the toilet-darkroom area. Doctors occupying the new north wing would use clinical facilities in the present structure. Fixed glazing and louvered, overhead, in-opening ventilating panels above window areas take care of natural light and air. Building designed in domestic scale, using exterior materials frequently found in residential work—roman brick, stained cedar siding.

KENT, WASHINGTON
The doctor's office (left) is finished in Honduras mahogany; walls of other rooms are either exposed brick, or finished in steel troweled plaster.

Photo below: corridor outside treatment rooms, with corrugated diffused-glass wall panels at left. Doors at far end of left-hand wall open into waiting room and nurse's control desk.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

CONSTRUCTION: Walls: solid brick masonry (end of waiting room); brick veneer over frame (around X-ray room and at end of utility room), and frame surfaced with V-groove cedar siding applied vertically.


EQUIPMENT: Heating: oil-fired water boiler; hot-water radiant system, with wrought-iron pipe coils embedded in the floor slab.
House: San Carlos, California
FRED AND LOIS LANGHORST, ARCHITECT AND COLLABORATOR
DOUGLAS BAYLIS, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

program: House for a family consisting of parents and two small children. An important plan consideration: kitchen to be located so that all major family activities could be supervised therewith.

site: Long, level lot on west side of a residential street. House aligned along north side of lot, with all main rooms opening to fenced, southern garden and play yard. Entrance placed well back so that living room is a dead end without through circulation. Kitchen centrally located for direct supervision within the house and over the play yard outside; sliding panel to adjoining bedroom-nursery simplifies care of small child. For economy in construction, house has a simple rectangular form, with shed-type roof. Dry frame construction worked out on a modular system. Along south wall, upper glass areas are fixed, with low, in-swinging casement sash below for ventilation; latter are screened by continuous screening nailed (below line of vision) to posts on outside.
MATERIALS AND METHODS


EQUIPMENT: Heating: gas-fired, warm-air system. Special equipment: electric refrigerator and range; automatic laundry unit.
Photos across page: top—garage wall and garden fence screen the living areas of the house from the street. Bottom—front door, placed well back from street; transoms on wall at left provide cross ventilation in living room.

Photo immediately at left: view of south wall, with corner of Ping-pong court in foreground. Notice solid portion of roof projection (near wall line) for sun control.

Photos: Roger Sturtevant

Several years ago P/A published a house designed by Frank Lloyd Wright for the Affleck family. We wrote the Afflecks, asking their opinion of the building after they had lived in it for some years. Mrs. Affleck replied in great detail, recounting their experiences with Wright, with sight-seers, and with neighbors, ending with the remark (which we quoted) that, "I know the roof has leaked and that the skylights leak, but I would rather live in this house than in any other house in the world."

A few months after the house was published, I met Wright at the Princeton Conference; he looked at me accusingly and said, "You're the editor who published the Affleck house, and said the roof leaked."

"We didn't say the roof leaked, Mr. Wright," I replied. "Your client said that."

Wright waved his hand in the air and, as he walked away, said, "Oh, the client—poor soul, poor soul!"

Not every architect can be so off-hand about his client's welfare, and few of them would consciously want to. Yet the client, poor soul, is in many cases the forgotten man in the designing and building operation. I know that this is heresy, in addressing a professional audience, but I would like to make the point that the architect and the engineer, in protecting their own interests (which until recently had been highly pregnable), have often overlooked the basic interests of the client. I use the word basic because I realize that the client's legal interests—protection against the building falling down, etc.—are usually well taken care of.

I feel that I'm justified in making this twist on the usual gripe of the professional (that the client doesn't understand him) because I honestly believe that many of the architect's troubles would be cleared up if he sympathized a bit more with the client. So, for a few hundred words, let's forget our usual biases and perfectly legitimate points of view, and put ourselves in the client's place.

In the first place, the average client is completely new to the game. The repeaters—mostly speculative entrepreneurs or public agencies—are rare. The family which is going to build a house; the storekeeper who is going to remodel his property; the hospital board which is interested in a new building; these are ordinarily people who have never before dealt with an architect professionally, never signed a building contract, never had to approve an extra. The things that can go wrong, if the client isn't very bright and nothing works out well, have been pretty fully documented by the Mr. Blandings type of story. But even in the smooth, ordinary course of events, the very inexperience of the client makes his position difficult.

For example, his first contact with the architect—his first interview—will be very baffling. Always before when he wanted to buy something, he could find out what the price would be, what the quality would be, and what the object would look like. Now, however, he is told (and very rightly, mind you) that no one can give him an estimate of cost even approximating accuracy until he has obligated himself to considerable expense; that no one can describe to him what his building will look like or be built of until the problem has been studied for some time—again with expense to him involved—and that the business arrangements are like nothing he has ever before encountered.

His architect may treat him in one of two ways in those first interviews, neither of which will seem to make much sense. Either he will be told nothing of fees and contract arrangements (some architects are afraid that that will "scare off" clients if the subject is brought up too soon, and some never do get nearer to a contract than a "letter of intent," which is completely worthless); or he will be faced bluntly with a contract for professional services before he has more than the foggiest idea of what those services will involve in a general way or in relation to his particular dream building.

Let's assume that the architect has been clever and/or diplomatic, and has explained all that is involved (perhaps by the use of one of the available pamphlets on the subject) and that compensation, procedure, and possible pitfalls are carefully defined. The client still doesn't know what his building is going to cost. There are many variables. One, of course, is the architect's ability and good judgment. Another is the fluctuation of the building market. A third, in the case of some structures, is the willingness of the banking fraternity to lend money.

Let us put these difficulties in simple illustrations. There have been instances of architects designing houses which couldn't possibly, even under the most favorable circumstances, be built within the client's budget. Our Mr. Tomson has discussed the legal aspects of such catastrophes from the architect's point of view, but what about the poor innocent client? There have been hospitals for which preliminary drawings were prepared, preliminary estimates received, and fund raising campaigns successfully con-
cluded, only for the client to find that in the meantime prices had gone up, and that more money must be milked from a reluctant community or the project dropped. That's pretty tough on an unsuspecting client, but it's nobody's fault. And there have been examples of mortgage commitments (which cannot be made, obviously, until after drawings have been prepared) being less available than either client or architect had anticipated. So the client has to put up more funds of his own or give up the idea to build—again, after he has committed himself to the expense of the drawings.

And then, suppose the client just plain doesn't like the building that the architect has designed for him? A good friend of mine recently had that happen. His architects were good; he was a reasonable client. But for one reason or another they couldn't get together on a house that satisfied both of them. I think that the architects themselves would admit (perhaps only to themselves) that this job wasn't one of their best efforts. No architect is ever completely happy with every job he does, and this was one which they couldn't seem to click on. So finally the client paid them off, and that was a fairly expensive that. The point is—and I don't believe it's an entirely invalid one—that a client has promised to pay for something that he hasn't seen and won't see for some time.

You can meet this argument in several ways. For instance, the client should choose his designer on the basis of past performances, and he probably won't go wrong. Or, you can say that he is buying professional services, not a tangible object. But those are our arguments, on the professional side of the fence. From the client's side, he often sees only that he is buying an intangible ability, and taking a chance that it will function well, and that what he is interested in ultimately is not the architect's service as such, but the very tangible building that will result from activity by the architect and others.

I think just one more point might be made for the client, poor soul, and that is that he sits in an uncomfortable position in today's stream of technical advance. Many side-line rooters, including architectural editors, have urged architects to experiment, to be bold in the use of new materials and new techniques. At whose expense? The client's, of course. If the architect doesn't urge his client to use a new heating system, for instance, he is doing him a disservice, and not acquainting him with possible comfort benefits, or even possible savings in original cost or upkeep. On the other hand, if he recommends its adoption, he certainly isn't going to guarantee its performance and, beyond purely technical warranties, neither is the contractor. There must be research in building methods and the use of available products, but it can't all be in the laboratory. Before long, some client is going to be persuaded to be a guinea pig on all these developments. He's doing a public service, and making better buildings possible for future clients—poor soul.

What is the answer to this problem of the relationship of the architect to his client? It can't be solved by forms and standards and codes of ethics, because it is basically a matter of personal relationship, mutual trust and respect, and very patient, elementary education of an inexperienced customer by his professional advisor. Neither the education nor the confidence can be established if the professional is cynical or abstruse. It seems to be a professional responsibility to keep in mind more often than usually is done the confusion that must plague many good clients, and to do one's best (while at the same time protecting professional standards and ethics and income) to clarify and simplify and explain step by step the difficult and unexpected problems that are going to arise.

Perhaps it is a feeble conclusion to this piece, but it seems to a number of observers today that the first improvement might be made in the verbal and graphic presentations that are given to the client. In other words, speak simply and draw clearly. The client isn't interested in spatial concepts and matters of design integration when he's worrying about room arrangements and budget matters. His aesthetic concern has little to do, in most cases, with the weighty matters of monumentality and style and regionalism and such—it can be translated quite simply into a desire to see a picture of what the building will look like. And to make that presentation drawing difficult to understand, or to make it look like something which will never exist in nature, is simply to add to his natural confusion.

If we were more willing to look at our professional activities from the client's point of view, our public relations might be easier to maintain and the continuing struggle to do better work might become less difficult and more pleasant.
The Use of Controlled Concrete as a Building Material

BY WILLIAM J. McQueeness

Specifications for ordinary concrete usually do not require preliminary testing of materials, inspections of mixing and placing, or a fixed water-cement ratio. The resulting concrete may or may not have sufficient strength to perform its assigned tasks. Frequently, such a material will be pervious to water filtration, subject to disintegration from freezing and thawing, and will not have durability against wear. Controlled concrete, designed to meet a predetermined strength, will possess durability, resistance to attack by frost, and resistance to the admission and passage of water. On the following pages, the author presents the design requirements, job precautions, properties, and economies in the use of controlled concrete.

Table 1—Net Water-Cement Ratios for Various Types of Construction and Exposure Conditions*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type or location of structure</th>
<th>Severe or moderate climate, wide range of temperature, rain, and long freezing spells or frequent freezing and thawing</th>
<th>Mild climate, rain or semi-arid; rarely snow or frost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thin sections, gal. per sack</td>
<td>Moderate sections, gal. per sack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. At the water line in hydraulic or waterfront structures or portions of such structures where complete saturation or intermittent saturation is possible, but not where the structure is continuously submerged</td>
<td>Reinf.</td>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In sea water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In fresh water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Portions of hydraulic or waterfront structures some distance from the water line, but subject to frequent wetting</td>
<td>Reinf.</td>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By sea water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By fresh water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Ordinary exposed structures, buildings and portions of bridges not coming under above groups</td>
<td>Reinf.</td>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By sea water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By fresh water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Complete continuous submersion</td>
<td>Reinf.</td>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In sea water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In fresh water</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Concrete deposited through water</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Pavement slabs directly on ground</td>
<td>Wearing slab</td>
<td>Base slab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Special cases: For concrete not exposed to the weather, such as interiors of buildings and portions of structures entirely below ground, no exposure hazard is involved, and the water-cement ratio should be selected on the basis of the strength and workability requirements.

*Adapted from Table 1 of the 1940 Joint Committee "Report on Recommended Practice and Standard Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete."

**These sections not practicable for the purpose indicated.

quality

Most structural materials are manufactured to a rigid quality-specification. Steel is controlled before rolling. Wood is grade-marked according to a well-established code. The approved processes for the manufacturing of good concrete are as definite as those of any other material. The architect who specifies it can have full confidence in its ability to perform all of its assigned functions as a structural and finish material. Concrete, however, is the only material manufactured at the site, and the process is not complete until it has attained its prescribed strength in the structure. A wish for speedy job methods will often prompt the omission of the relatively simple planning and precautions that make possible a quality product. As a result, the use of "average" or "ordinary" concrete is frequent.

"Ordinary" concrete is the term usually applied to a material specified by volume relations as "1-2-4 concrete." The proportions refer to the relative volumes of cement, sand, and coarse aggregate (gravel, stone, or slag). Another approximate method of concrete specification is by the "cement factor" or number of bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete. The relation of water to cement is not always fixed, although sometimes an upper limit is established as "not more than seven and one half gallons of water per sack of cement." It is also common to specify a minimum cement factor as "not less than five bags of cement per cubic yard of concrete."

Such a concrete may have fair strength if carefully handled, placed, and cured. It is, however, frequently porous, subject to disintegration by freezing and thawing, pervious to water infiltration, and not durable against wear caused by traffic.

controlled concrete is different

Controlled concrete is scientifically designed, placed, and cured to achieve a predetermined strength (usually high) with definite characteristics of durability, resistance to attack by frost, and to the admission and passage of water. The basic determinant
Figure 1. Age-compressive strength relation for concrete made with normal portland cement. Strengths indicated should be obtained on average construction projects where materials are carefully controlled.

Figure 2. Strength of concrete continues to increase as long as moisture is present to promote hydration of the cement. Note that resumption in moist-curing after a drying period also increases strength.

Figure 5. Effect of water-cement ratio and curing on permeability. Note that leakage is reduced as amount of mixing water is decreased and as curing period is increased. Concrete that does not leak is made by using a small amount of water and by curing it well.

Photo at right: a lean mixture with a high water content produced the inferior breakwater shown at right. Exposed to severe weather conditions for 25 years, the section at left, which contained a richer mixture and lower water content, is still in good condition.
will permit more than the 2000-pound value. With control 10,000 pounds has been attained in cast stone work and 3500 pounds is quite common in structures.

Of equal importance with increased strength is the superior durability of high-strength concrete. It will not disintegrate in cold climates and it wears well as an industrial floor. Frequently, the requirements of durability will call for a lower water cement ratio than the requirements for strength. This is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. If a low water ratio is chosen (less water per sack of cement) for durability, the resulting strength may be greater than was contemplated. The engineer will use this greater strength in his design with resulting economies. For example, let us suppose 3000-pound concrete is desired. Figure 1 shows a water cement ratio of seven and one half gallons per sack. For thin sections in an ordinary exposed structure in moderate climates ("C" in Table 1), a ratio of six gallons per sack is chosen. This water cement ratio will result in 4000 pounds per square inch (Figure 1). This is in excess of the strength contemplated and is the result of a water cement ratio chosen primarily for durability. The higher strength, however, will be utilized by the engineer in the structural design.

The selection of the water-cement ratio, maximum slump and maximum aggregate size, and the subsequent planning and supervision, call for the closest cooperation between the architect, engineer, testing laboratory, and ready-mix plant. When the job starts, the contractor joins this group. Prior to this event, the mix has been fully designed, including the proportioning and testing of aggregates to insure maximum workability and economy.

**job precautions**

The advent of the ready-mix plant has helped immeasurably in the stabilizing of the quality of concrete arriving at the job. The balance of the manufacturing process is carried on by the job and is of equal importance with the concrete mixing. The batches must be placed promptly and carefully. Delay or careless placing methods can spoil the finished product. Water, cement, and aggregates all have different weights and will separate easily. Wet sections frequently at the top will have a different water cement ratio than was planned and will result in very weak and vulnerable concrete. This is sometimes referred to as "water gain." Gravel by itself will form a honeycombed structure with voids unfilled by cement paste. It will be porous and weak. Vibration is a great aid in the placing of concrete in the
forms, but it can be overdone and cause separation and sand streaking. An adequate temperature and the presence of moisture are essential during the setting period. Indeed, a low temperature or rapid loss of moisture will seriously retard the hardening process and cause permanent loss of strength and durability. The concrete will fall short of its design characteristics in spite of all the preliminary planning. Figures 2 and 3 are a strong argument in favor of these two precautions. They show a decided difference in strength between the best and the worst conditions if curing and temperature recommendations are not followed.

sources of information

There have been many recent advances in concrete technology to supplement and improve the standard procedures outlined briefly herein. Air entraining cements and admixtures have increased greatly the durability of concrete. The vacuum process is adaptable to special problems. Precasting gives us concrete units of factory-controlled quality.

Information can be had from a number of sources on new developments as well as basic theory and practice. The following list suggests a few such publications.


Exercises in the Design of Concrete Mixtures. Stanton Walker, National Ready Mixed Concrete Association.

ACI Standard Recommended Practice for the Design of Concrete Mixes. ACI 613-44. American Concrete Institute.

concrete can be left exposed

It is a fact that the best concrete will not disintegrate in the coldest climates. To assure this it is necessary that the reinforcement have a minimum of 2" of cover to prevent rusting, with consequent spalling. A greater difficulty is the cracking due to volumetric changes caused by great variations in temperature. These cracks can be localized by the use of control joints, construction joints, and by the proper distribution of steel reinforcement.

Horizontal cracks are less frequent than vertical cracks. This is because concrete in compression seldom cracks. Particularly vulnerable are spandrel beams, thin and long spandrel walls, and the points at the corners of windows and doors where there is a thin section of concrete between two bulkier sections. Engineer Fred Severud has had good success in localizing vertical cracks by the use of construction joints 60 feet apart in the length of a building and designing the steel to unify the concrete in between these joints. The scheme consists of placing alternate sections of the building 60 feet in length and later completing parts in between the original sections. It is apparent that designers will set the size of each portion of the building placed in one operation. This will determine the position of the construction joints, a decision which used to be left to the contractor. Tuck and Eipel, engineers, selected 48 feet as the length for sections in the construction of the Aqueduct Race Track, and there has been no cracking between these construction joints in this fully exposed structure.

The most common causes of disintegration of concrete are freezing and thawing, and wetting and drying, which, in turn, are caused by the porosity of the concrete and the lack of soundness of the aggregates. These faults will also create a leaky material. Control can be just as successful against leakage as it is against disintegration. Figures 4 and 5 show how closely these qualities are controlled by the water cement ratio. These cycles of freezing and thawing, wetting and drying, can cause harm only when water gains entrance to holes in the concrete. The holes are caused by too much mixing water which, instead of combining with the cement, dries out and leaves a porous material. The greatest advance in achieving durability greater
than that possible in normal concrete control has been the discovery of the principle of air entrainment by the use of admixtures.

This is a completely separate study and it does not take the place of control, but rather adds to the need for further control and tests. So effective has it been that the United States Corps of Engineers uses it wherever good durability is required.

In a research paper summarizing the reasons for this decision, the following statement is made: "The profoundly beneficial effect which purposeful entrainment of regulated quantities of air has on the durability of concrete was the most important fact developed."

**economy**

On large jobs the cost of careful design and control will nearly always be saved by the lighter structure resulting from a stronger material. In many cases it has put concrete in a way to compete favorably with other structural systems. Housing authorities have chosen it for many of their projects. David Rose, president of Dwelling Managers, Inc., whose building is illustrated on these pages, has found it preferable to steel in some instances. His findings were based upon complete sets of structural designs and drawings for comparative systems. Patrick J. Callan has used exposed concrete with economy in the construction of small houses.

**challenge**

It may be a source of wonder to some that concrete has not been more confidently used for superstructure in buildings and for exterior and interior finishes. Certainly great progress is being made at present.

Hogan of the Portland Cement Association attributes the slow progress in the past to the mistaken concept of concrete as primarily a foundation material.

The use of concrete in superstructure, and particularly in exposed positions, presents a challenge that cannot be met by the same easy methods that are possible in bulk foundation work. Attention is needed for tight forms, careful shoring, careful placing, moist curing, and heat when required during winter.

The history of the performance of concrete as a basic building material is long and varied. Improvements in the manufacture of cement, and laboratory methods for testing the aggregates and controlling the mixture, together with careful planning by the architect, now assure a prospective user of an end product that will have qualities and a useful life equal to that of any other material.
Two Portable Orchestra Shells

Two architects, presented with similar size, site, and acoustic requirements for an outdoor orchestra shell, developed divergent construction solutions. Both solutions have resulted in inexpensive structures which thoroughly perform their program requirements.

**program:** To provide a self-supporting, portable orchestra shell for the New Haven Symphony Orchestra's summer concerts.

**site:** An oval end of the Yale Bowl, New Haven, Conn. Audience to occupy four sections of the stadium, seating approximately 10,000 persons. Underground sprinkler system and drainage pipes prevent use of ground anchorage. Turf not to be disturbed.

**construction solution:** Approximate shell dimensions: 80' wide, 32' deep, and 32' under front edge of roof panels.

Two stable steel tripod towers mounted on wood grillage (8" x 8" timbers) support a flat steel truss. The truss is composed of two sections bolted together in the field. WF sections hung from panel points of the truss converge at rear and are pin-connected to girder at ground level. Outriggers from girder distribute load to soil. Three-point contact of towers and rear assembly provide stability.

Vertical WF sections, bolted to channel shoes at ground level and to radiating steel above, provide anchorage for top, back, and side panels. Panels, of wood frame covered with 3/16" thick asbestos cement hard board, are interlocked and of convenient size for handling. Top and side panels are anchored to render proper acoustics for the shape, size, and height of bowl.

- Stability is rendered through three point contact with the ground. Turf below timbers and outriggers has not been disturbed.
- Acoustic evaluations: Asbestos hard board was employed because of its waterproof qualities and because its hard surface makes an excellent sounding board. To offset the chance of vibration in the several units, no two panels are of the same size. According to those of expert musical judgment, the acoustics are perfect. The architect states he would not change the design, if he were to do more of these shells.

**NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT:** Leo F. Caproni and Associates
To design an orchestra shell for the annual concerts of the Virginia Music Festival. The structure must be easily dismantled in order to be stored when not in use.

Scott Stadium, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. Location of shell dictated by the University's Athletic Department.

Approximate shell dimensions: 80' wide, 30' deep, 23' and 18' under front and rear truss respectively; trusses 15' on center. A platform extends 8' beyond the front columns and a small room for conductor or guest artist is off each side of the shell.

The two bowstring-type trusses, each composed of three sections field bolted together, are supported by 6" standard pipe columns. Columns rest on concrete footings the tops of which remain below grade. Rigidity is achieved by overhead sway frames between trusses, by diagonal braces at sides, and by guy wires leading from columns to deadmen flanking the shell.

Panel sections, 4' wide, are wood frame and covered with \( \frac{3}{8} \) plywood sheets. Roof panels are hung from the trusses while side and back walls are seated on timbers resting on turf. The back wall supports one-half of the rear roof panel loads and is braced from the outside by wooden joists. Side walls are anchored to pipe columns for stability. Blow out panels on sides relieve wind pressure. \( \frac{3}{8} \)" plywood flooring is supported by 2" x 10" fir joists.

The acoustical success of the shell has been favorably commented on by many, including Hans Kindler, conductor of the National Symphony Orchestra, and Eugene Ormandy, conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra. The conductor speaking from the podium in a natural tone of voice can be distinctly heard by the entire audience without the aid of sound equipment.
CONSTRUCTION: METHODS

Structural
A Scotsman Looks at Modular Coordination. A. Gordon Lorimer, Jan. '46
Steel, Porcelain Enamel, and Concrete. Feb. '46
Modular Structures. Mar. '46
Housing and Prefabrication in Germany, Great Britain, and the U.S.A. Carroll A. Towne, May '46
Load-Bearing Structure. Fred Severud, Jan. '47
Non-Load-Bearing Structural Elements. Hermann Field, Jan. '47
Welding: Its Implications and Applications. Paul Weidlinger, Parts I, II, June, July '47
Row House Construction. Charles H. Bauer and Herbert H. Swinburne, July '47
Cavity Wall Construction. Ben John Small, Aug. '47
Two Portable Orchestra Shells. July '49

Insulation
(Thermal)
Theory and Basic Principles of Insulation. Paul D. Close, Aug. '46
Insulation for Concrete Floor Slabs on Grade. Sept. '46
(Acoustic)
Factory Noise. Hale J. Sabine and Allen Wilson, June '46
Thermal Insulation, Sound Control. Hermann Field, Jan. '47
Improved Design of Recording Studios. M. A. Smith, Apr. '47
Soundproof Construction for Aural Rehabilitation. T. L. Sontup and Moe Bergman, Mar. '48
Home Acoustic Treatment. Michael Rettinger, May '49

Others
Fire-Protective System. July '47
Fire Safety for Moving Stairways. Feb. '48
Preventing Moisture Condensation in Building Construction. Paul D. Close, May '46
Waterproofing and Dampproofing. Ben John Small, Parts I, II, Aug., Sept. '46
Cabinet-Wall (prefab closets and closet fronts). Sept. '48

CONSTRUCTION: MATERIALS

Steel
New Developments: Steel in Building Construction. Carl F. Block, Jan. '46
Mass Production Plus Light Steel. Sept. '47
Streamlined Specifications for Misc. and Ornamental Steel and Iron—Structural Steelwork. Henry L. Blatner, July '48
Umbrella Roof Trusses. Nov. '48
Research Report: Construction with Light Steel. B. L. Wood, Mar. '49

Aluminum
Aluminum as a Structural Material. Paul Weidlinger, Parts I, II, Sept., Oct. '48

Concrete
Standard Specification for Concrete Construc-

jameis 4. Beacham, Parts I, II, Dec. '46, Mar. '47
"High-Quality" Portland Cement. July '48
The Use of Controlled Concrete as a Building Material. William J. McGuinness, July '49

Wood
Timber Design Progress During and Since the War. Albert G. H. Dietz, Jan. '46
Sensible Detailing in Wood. Caleb Hone and Edwin T. Potterchad, June '48

Glass
Building Product Facts: High-Strength Glass. Apr. '46
Twenty Store Modernizations. Oct. '48

Plastics
Design Data for Acrylic Plastics. Parts I, II, Feb., Apr. '46
Corrosion. July '48
Acrylic Plastics in Architecture. Frederick Tetzlaff and Robert R. Roberts, June '49

Others
Simplified Specification for Unit Masonry. James D. Beacham, July '46
Materials of Installation. Ben John Small, Jan. '47
Surfacing. Walter Sanders and Arthur Malin, Jan. '47
Doors and Windows. A. Gordon Lorimer, Jan. '47
Finishers and Painters. Ben John Small, Jan. '47
Effect of Building Materials on Design. Jan. '48
Specification for Kalsilein Wood and Roof Deck. Mar. '48
Specification for Porcelain Enamel. Edward Mackey, Feb. '49
Durisol Factory, Beacon, N. Y. Apr. '49
Fireproofing Structural Steel with Vermiculite Plaster. Apr. '49
Streamlined Specifications: Metals. Ben John Small, May '49

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: METHODS

Lighting
Daylighting for Hospitals, Isadore Rosenfield, Part II, Feb. '46
Lighting Design and Human Environment. E. R. Dobby, May '46
Lighting Planned to Function Properly. Wm. H. Kahler, Oct. '46
Sun Control Devices. Richard J. Neutra, Oct. '46
Two Classroom Types. Feb. '46
Louvers and Ceiling. C. M. Cutler and C. L. Amick, Dec. '48

Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning
Reverse Cycle Heating. Dec. '46
Air and Temperature Control. Clifford Strock, Jan. '47

What is Anthrotube? Mar. '48
Electric Radiant Heat. L. N. Roberson, Sept. '46
Warm Air Radiant Heating in a Subdivision. Feb. '46
The Solar House: Analysis and Research. F. W. Hutchinson, May '47
Air Cleaning by Electronic Precipitation. June '47
Facts on Duct Design. F. Honerkamp, Dec. '48

Sanitation
Corrosion and Pipe Selection. Henry L. Shuldenier, June '46
Residential Water Supply Piping Design. Lewis H. Kessler, Nov. '46
Sanitation, Water Supply, Drainage. Jan. '47

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: EQUIPMENT

Gas Heating Equipment. H. P. Morehouse, Feb. '46
Module Furnace. Sept. '46
Electrical Equipment, Lighting. Jan. '47
Specialized Equipment. Jan. '47
Housing Units for Paraplegic Veterans. New York Chapter, A.L.A., Feb. '47
New Furniture. Feb. '47
Selection of Air Diffusers. Leonard R. Phillips, Feb. '47
Machines for Selling. May '47
Effect of Building Equipment on Design. Jan. '48
Electric Radiant Heating with USKON. Apr. '48
Fixture Panels. Guy G. Rothenstein, June '48
Selecting Anthracite Heating Equipment. Norman C. Curtin, Feb. '47
Unit Plan for Nursery Schools. Catherine Landreth and Howard Moise, Mar. '49
Mechanization of the Hearth, Evolution of the Modern Kitchen, Sigfried Giedion, Dec. '46
Kitchen Cabinets Redesigned. July '48
Specifying Kitchen Equipment for Mass Feeding. Ben John Small, Nov. '48
Hospital Equipment, Lightmo, M. Arrowamth and John Rannells, Nov. '47
Metal Casework for Hospitals. Ben John Small, Parts I, II, Nov., Dec. '47
Apartment House Elevators. H. M. Nugent and W. H. Easteron, Dec. '47
Minimum Elevator Specifications. Perley M. Clark, June '49

SPECIAL REPORTS
Zoning . . . an Impediment to Good Design? Arthur C. Holden, Nov. '48
Cooperation Between Architect and Engineering. Paul Weidlinger, June '46
Looking Ahead on Building Codes. George N. Thompson, July '46
1949 Building Products: Availability and Prices. Jan. '49
Specification Surgery. Ben John Small, July '46
Office Practice: Preliminary Specifications. Eugene and James Beacham, Apr. '48
New Adhesive Eliminates Sleepers For Plank
Subbase On Concrete Floors

By applying an adhesive developed by the Armstrong Cork Company, plank subbase can be installed on concrete floors without the use of sleepers. Application of this method insures a stable, secure floor, and has special value in textile plants as well as other plants that require wood flooring.

Sleepers that have been embedded in concrete are difficult to replace when rotted, and new concrete or asphalt must be added to hold them in place. Asphalt, when used as an anchor sleeper, frequently becomes brittle in winter, allowing machinery to cause cracks which in turn rende the sleepers insecure. Armstrong’s adhesive method eliminates the problems described above; it also forms a moisture barrier between concrete and wood. The product sets in about 24 hours and the finished floor is then nailed directly to the plank subbase.

Warm Air Radiant Heating System Developed For New And Existing Homes

A warm air radiant heating system, in which all radiant surfaces and ducts are part of the building structure, has been developed and marketed by Scott-Newcomb, Inc. The complete equipment, which also furnishes domestic hot water, consists of a boiler, a heat exchanger, a pump, two short lengths of pipes, and a few inexpensive accessories. The Scott-Newcomb system, adaptable to any type construction, can be installed in houses with or without basements, and in those with one or more floors.

Basic operation: Air warmed by a heat exchanger quickly rises through a centrally located shaft and passes in all directions over a dropped ceiling. The air is returned through ducts on outside walls. In frame construction, spaces between studs form the ducts. This system automatically balances (Continued on page 106)

PRODUCTS

air and temperature control

Packaged Air Conditioners: two heavy-duty types, 10-ton capacity, designed for commercial and institutional use. Cooling units operate by high-capacity compressors; additional acoustical insulation reduces compressor noise; heavy sheet steel cabinet finished in two-tone brown lacquer. Frigidaire Div., General Motors Corp., 300 Tonnele Ave., East Orange, N. J.

Taco-Vent: automatic hot-water air valve does away with manual venting, maintains full hot-water capacity in radiator. Taco Heaters, Inc., 546 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

construction

USG Shadow-Lock Attachment System: self-aligning, self-supporting, for application of asbestos cement siding over gypsum sheathing. Lash nails and siding required, no special tools or skill necessary. United States Gypsum Co., 300 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, Ill.

doors and windows

Win-Dor Snugger: automatic closing device for cabinet, closet, cupboard doors (even warped doors); installation requires no mortising, can be done in few minutes with screwdriver. Casement Hardware Co., 406 N. Wood St., Chicago 22, Ill.

Cecony Steel Basement Window: redesigned product, double contact weathering; new combined fin and shield provides better anchorage, prevents masonry jams from crowding window. Also screen and storm panel unit for use with above or other metal basement windows. Cecony Steel Products Corp., 6611 W. 25th St., Chicago 50, Ill.

Residential Casement Windows: specially designed sections of new billet, hot-rolled steel; double-contact weathering; projection welding protects against sag or distortion. Available in all types and sizes. Copco Steel & Engineering Co., 14035 Grand River Ave., Detroit, Mich.

electrical equipment and lighting

Leaderall Louvered Light Ceilings: overall fluorescent lighting fixture, of molded destainated plastic; tie-rods of various lengths available for whatever height below ceiling desired. Leader Electric Co., 3500 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.

Spring-Loaded Shock Absorbers: new line providing shockproof mounting for industrial lighting fixtures, meters, fans, motors, unit heaters, etc.; design eliminates need for bolts, nuts, and screws. Available in five different models. Thompson Electric Co., 1101 Power Ave., Cleveland, 14, Ohio.

sanitary equipment, water supply, drainage

Shokstop: water hammer arresting device providing air cushion to absorb "water hammer" pressure impulse and preventing water logging of air chamber. For all pumps, piping, particularly underground lead service pipes and water-using machines. Wade Mfg. Co., Elgin, Ill.

specialized equipment

Videoplate: chalkboard as easily cut and mounted as ordinary wallboard; comes in warp-proof, grainless, moisture-resistant sheets or panels 1/4, 3/8, or 3/4 inch thick, in lengths up to 12', in black or green. For new partitions, to replace old chalkboards, or to repair bad places in existing chalkboards. Beckley-Cardy Co., 1632 S. Indiana Ave., Chicago 16, Ill.

Volumatic Whiteprinter Model 5$: large volume machine will reproduce anything drawn, typed, written, or printed upon translucent media, at speeds up to 105 sq. ft. per minute; prints from post-card size up to those 42" wide and any length required; standard equipment includes built-in constant voltage transformer. Easily installed, needing no plumbing connections, ventilating ducts, or darkroom, and can be moved on casters. Charles Bruning Co., Inc., 4754 W. Monroe Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.

Stainless Steel Kitchen Bowls: heavy gage, drawn from single sheet; single and double ledge types. Kitchen Sales Corp., 101 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.


surfacing materials


Japanese Bamboo Flooring: imported, hand-made bamboo flooring and wall paneling in four types: parquet flooring, parquet blocks, parquet blocks on veneer wood base, and bamboo plywood tiles; two of these are interchangeable for flooring and paneling, also used in manufacture of modern furniture. Orders to client's specifications, available in 90 days. Imports of San Francisco, 21 Columbus Ave., San Francisco 11, Calif.
CONSTRUCTION

3-69. Redwood, 8-p. booklet describing several applications of redwood in building construction. Description, grades, other uses, color plates. California Redwood Assn.

3-70. Davis Plywood Quick Estimating Cutting Chart, designed to help select most economical stock panel required. Widths and lengths, number of cuts, inches waste. Davis Plywood Corp.

3-71. Durisol Modular Building Units, 4-p. bulletin giving brief descriptions of five forms of lightweight, precast concrete slab employing mineralized organic aggregate, in range of sizes and types. Uses, sound-absorption coefficients, sections, physical properties, standard sizes and weights. Durisol, Inc.


3-73. Clipgrip, 4-p. folder and detail sheet describing steel stud system for support and fastening in place building materials used for wall construction. Erection details for dry wall or plaster wall construction. Nesilo Mfg. Corp.


DOORS AND WINDOWS

4-188. New Corrugated Plywood Core Doors Has It!, circular on flush doors utilizing waterproof, corrugated plywood core. Description, sizes, cross section, advantages. Air-Lite Door Mfrs., Inc.


4-190. Solidoor, folder on interior and exterior hardwood solid core flush veneer doors, finished in mahogany, oak, walnut, or other fine woods; standard and special sizes. Description, features, cross section. Ipik Plywood Co.

Booklet on automatic fire doors and hardware, kalamein doors, steel doors and frames, for industrial and commercial service; also three service sheets containing architectural details, specifications, requirements, opening sizes, jamb widths, features. Richmond Fireproof Door Co.

4-191. Richmond Fireproof Door Co. (Bul. 1949)

4-192. Metal Clad Fire Doors (Service Sheet R5)

4-193. Kalamein Doors (Service Sheet R1)

4-194. Universal Knock Down Housing Frames (Service Sheet R8)

4-195. Trim-Set (208), 8-p. illus. booklet on metal window, complete with trim, glass, hardware; said to be lower priced than standard wood sash. Types, sizes, full size sections, details, specifications. Booklet available only to inquirers from 11 western states. Trimset Corp.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND LIGHTING

Two bulletins giving information on installation, operation, and testing of ballasts for fluorescent lamps. Ratings, test data, wiring diagrams, drawings. General Electric:

5-194. Ballasts for Fluorescent Lamps (GEA-4950A)

5-195. Ballasts for Fluorescent Lamps (GET-922B)

Four catalogs on commercial and residential fluorescent and incandescent fixtures. Brief descriptions, suggested installation methods, drawings, details. Kayline Co.:

5-196. Commercial Lighting, AIA 31F

5-197. Residential Lighting Fixtures

5-198. "Sunlite," AIA 31F

5-199. Kayline Trolleys, AIA 31F

5-200. Planned Lighting for Modern Stores, 12-p. illus. booklet containing photographic examples of fluorescent and incandescent lighting installations in store interiors and exteriors, advantages. Pittsburgh Reflector Co.

Folder and 18-p. illus. catalog on electrical wiring devices and improved T-rated switch. General information, brief descriptions. Slater Electric & Mfg. Co.: 

5-201. Lifetime Wiring Devices

5-202. Slater T-Rated Switch (J-3)

FINISHERS AND PROTECTORS

6-164. Vulcatax (48105325), 8-p. booklet describing elastic caulking compound for sealing and glazing. General data, summary of test. A. C. Horn Co., Inc.

6-165. Prufcoat Proof Packet, portfolio containing folder on information about use and advantages of protective coating for application on wood, metal, and masonry; also six data sheets giving research data, plan for analysing painting maintenance costs, prices, catalog information. Prufcoat Laboratories, Inc.
6-166. Firzite, 4-p.illus. booklet on prefinisher for fir plywood and other soft woods; tones down "wild" grain, is recommended as undercoating for surfaces to be painted. General data, units and shipping weights. U. S. Plywood Corp.

INSLATION (THERMAL, ACOUSTIC)


9-134. Foamglas, AIA 37-B (G-9298), 12-p. booklet on cellular glass insulting material recommended for residential application. General information, specifications, properties, accessory materials, including Foamglas cant strips for roof insulation. Pittsburgh Corning Corp.

SANITARY EQUIPMENT. WATER SUPPLY. DRAINAGE

19-417. Filtrine (Form 32), 4-p.illus. bulletin and two technical data sheets on water coolers, filters, rectifiers, and circulating chilled water systems. Applications, capacity and dimension tables, typical specifications. Filtrine Mfg. Co.

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT


19-419. Program Bell Transfer Panels (Bol. TP-1), bulletin on line of program bell transfer panels for operating bell systems in schools and institutions, in conjunction with program clocks. General information, photo examples, overall dimensions. Cannon Electric Development Co.


19-422. In-Sink-Erator, 4-p.illus. folder on food waste disposer; can be used with septic tank. Description, operation, installation and specifications. In-Sink-Erator Mfg. Co.

19-423. Lamson Products (948), 4-p.illus. folder on materials-handling conveyors and pneumatic dispatch tubes; also conveyors of food trays for hospitals, restaurants, etc. Brief descriptions, photos, applications. Lamson Corp.

19-424. W. Ralston & Co., Inc., portfolio containing samples of waterproof paper in variety of forms, for building, commercial, and other purposes. W. Ralston & Co., Inc.


SURFACING MATERIALS


19-427. Marlite, folder on plastic-finished wall and ceiling panel, for wide variety of applications. Advantages, color plates of installations. Marsh Wall Products, Inc.

19-428. Mosaics (Cat. 108), 32-p.illus. catalog on unglazed ceramic tile, Fainence and Granitex ceramic mosaics, alone or in combinations for all types of flooring, wainscots, stairs, swimming pools, etc. Patterns in color and black and white, typical installation photos, drawings of trim shapes, examples of ceramic name panels. Mosaic Tile Co.

TRAFFIC EQUIPMENT

Two bulletins on passenger and freight elevators, electric stairways, and a coordinated control and dispatching system for bank of elevators to keep cars moving at maximum efficiency under all traffic conditions. Descriptions, operation, capacities and car speeds, dimensions, drawings, diagrams, problems and solutions. Westinghouse Electric Corp.: 20-243. Westinghouse Vertical Transportation (B-3822) 20-244. Selectomatic (B-3597)

(To obtain literature coupon must be used by 10/1/49)
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PLEASE PRINT
FOR ROOFING THAT MUST ENDURE...
Always choose REVERE COPPER!

A Famous Memorial Again Proves That Copper Roofs Make Common Sense

The George Washington Masonic Memorial... national shrine each year for thousands of visitors.
Architect—Harvey W. Corbett, New York, N.Y.
General Contractor—Eugene Simpson and Brother, Alexandria, Va.
Roofing Contractor—Gichner Inc.

In Alexandria, Virginia, Gichner Inc. of Washington has been constructing the roof on a truly beautiful and stately building... the famous George Washington Masonic Memorial.

Because the roof obviously had to be permanent, enduring and impressive, common sense demanded copper. Thus, more than 13,000 pounds of Revere lead-coated copper were specified for the batten seam installation.

Regardless of whether it's a small or large job on roofs, flashing or gutter, Revere copper and the

Revere manual on sheet copper installation will help guide you to finer, more durable construction.
Revere sheet and roll copper, lead coated copper and other Revere quality materials are available through leading distributors. A Revere Technical Advisor stands ready to consult with you without obligation.

For 50 years, Gichner Inc. has installed Revere Copper on many of Washington's most impressive buildings.

REVERE COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York

WHAT PRICE FOR 50 YEARS?

In 1999 the drop-forged Von Duprin panic exit devices put on the doors in '49 will still be providing safe exit—quick, easy and sure.

They will have given the utmost in safety at little or no cost for maintenance. The first cost will have been virtually the only cost; the cost per year almost unbelievably low. Yet the Von Duprins will still show the beauty of their precision manufacture, the quality of the fine metals of which they are forged. They will be ready to deliver outstanding safety in the years ahead.

That's why drop-forged Von Duprins are 1949's big value in the panic exit device field.

VON DUPRIN DIVISION
VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO., INDIANAPOLIS 9, INDIANA
from the Crane bathroom story!

The Crane bathroom story is the story of a complete line—a style for every taste, a price for every budget.

For instance, there’s the Neuday Group above, just right for the homeowner who has to watch his costs. Then for the man who goes "all out," there are such Crane style leaders as the Criterion group below. But whatever their price, all Crane bathrooms have the high quality and the lasting beauty that make Crane the best-known name in plumbing.

That’s true in Crane kitchens, too, where Crane has the right sink for every possible requirement. And in home heating, Crane supplies everything needed for any system, any fuel.

See Crane Service for Architects for selections from the Crane line—or get the complete story from your Crane Branch or Crane Wholesaler.

For moderate budgets, the Crane Neuday Group
For the best in bathrooms—the Criterion Group—leader in the Crane style parade. Here is the very latest in design, the most careful craftsmanship—a bathroom group with elegance in every line. (For those who prefer a counter top lavatory, Crane offers the Marcia, styled to blend with the Criterion bath and closet.) Controls are finger-tip Dial-eze, as in all Crane bathrooms.

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES; 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 5
PLUMBING AND HEATING
VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE
NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
CECO invites members of the Building Industry to write for help on construction problems. Send for any one or all of the bulletins listed below. Check those you want and mail coupon today.

R.S.V.P.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORP. — PA-7
5601 W. 26TH ST., CHICAGO 50, ILL.

☐ Concrete Joist Construction
☐ Steel Joists
☐ Steel Windows and Doors
☐ Screens and Storm Windows

NAME

TYPE OF BUSINESS

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE STATE

CECO STEEL

In construction products CECO ENGINEERING
Ceco indeed covers the field. And whatever your building need, one order takes care of it all. Ceco can supply you with the finest in engineered steel products for monumental buildings, for institutional buildings, for commercial buildings. Ceco metal products also fit economically into the small home—cut fire hazards—increase building strength—reduce installation costs. For Ceco builds small with the same engineering precision they build big. Years of pioneering...years of on-the-job experience in the construction field have given Ceco engineers a sure grasp of all building problems. Ceco’s plants, too, are strategically located to give fast coast-to-coast service. For detailed information, accept Ceco’s invitation. Write for FREE Bulletins on Ceco Products today.

Ceco literature is full of installation tips and product data. It is FREE to all building men. Fill out coupon and mail today. Also see Ceco literature in Sweet’s Architectural and Builders Files.

ConcreTE Joist construction
Building costs are cut with Concrete Joist Construction. Concrete is kept to a minimum for any span or live load. Removable Meyer Steelforms permit using the forms again and again. Above is pictured a Meyer Steelform and Reinforcing Bar.

Steel windows
Full line—monumental, industrial and residential. Steel windows are economical. They cannot stick, warp or swell. They afford ample view, admit more daylight...are fire-resistive, provide means of escape in emergency.

Steel joists
Ceco Open-Web Steel Joists offer the most economical method of building. They assure fire and sound resistive structures. They’re light, easy to install and self-centering. Ducts, wiring and piping can be concealed.

Ceco Steel Products Corporation
General Offices: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois
Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities

Partial List of Ceco Products
Metal Residence Casements • Industrial Windows and Doors
• Metal Frame Screens • Aluminum Frame Storm Windows
Aluminum Combination Storm Window and Screen Units
• Metal Lath and Accessories • Steelforms • Reinforcing Bars • Steel Joists and Roof Deck • Highway Products
• Corrugated Roofing • Attic and Roof Ventilators
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE of attractive surroundings, picture windows like this are often indicated. Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass is a superior glazing material for such windows because it is flawlessly transparent and has maximum surface beauty. Twindow, the "Pittsburgh" window with built-in insulation is especially suitable for picture window applications.


YOU CAN MAKE a small room seem larger — give large rooms an added measure of grace and charm. You can perk up a dull expanse of wall—and please clients in numerous other ways by the judicious use of mirrors. "Pittsburgh" Mirrors are available made from regular Polished Plate Glass and from blue, green or flesh-tinted Plate Glass with silver, gold or gunmetal backing. Designed by A. E. Freudeman, Beverly Hills, Calif.
to advantage in Residences

PITTSBURGH CORNING GLASS BLOCKS offer numerous interesting possibilities in residences of both traditional and modern architecture. Around front entrances as shown here...above kitchen work surfaces...in stairwell walls, and for partitions. These versatile blocks make rooms look brighter, smarter, more cheerful. They transmit daylight generously, yet provide privacy. Their insulating properties cut heating costs. Designed by and for Risch Building & Real Estate Company, St. Louis, Mo.

A NEW Carrara edge pointing compound has been developed in "Pittsburgh" laboratories to assure better Carrara installations. Setting into a tough, resilient, non-absorbent film, the new compound maintains high adhesion to the edges of the Carrara Glass. This development is typical of the work being conducted in "Pittsburgh" laboratories — and typical of the spirit to constantly improve both the quality and the performance of "Pittsburgh" products.

HERE IS A cutaway view of a Twindow unit. Notice that it is made up of 2 panes of "Pittsburgh" Glass enclosed in a protecting frame of stainless steel. (Actually, any number of panes can be used.) Because each unit has permanently sealed-in air spaces, Twindow gives effective insulation. 2-pane units cut heat losses through windows just about in half. And correspondingly greater savings are provided as additional panes are added.

* Design it better with

Pittsburgh Glass

PAINTS • GLASS • CHEMICALS • BRUSHES • PLASTICS

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY

See the complete listing and descriptions of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company products in Sweet's Catalog Files.
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LONDON HOUSING

A comprehensive survey of new housing by the London County Council was printed recently in three issues of Building and then collected in a 64-page illustrated pamphlet. The first article deals with "out-country" sites—those outside the central area but within about a 20-mile radius, "forming part of the decentralization envisaged in the Greater London Plan." The second article deals with new construction and reconstruction in the central area (roughly 6-mile radius). The third article deals with equipment, services, materials, construction, and organization.

The entire series, by Walter Segal, is a report rather than an analysis—a very timely report, for the work is in full progress and has not reached its peak. Several projects are described in some detail, filling in gaps which have been left by the generally random publishing of separate projects.

As Segal puts it in a couple of his opening paragraphs:

"A programme such as that of the London County Council is by nature a flexible affair and it is gratifying to see that every chance for improvement is taken that might offer itself during the progress of the job; a happy blend of experience and experiment is everywhere noticeable, which leaves its impression upon the minds of the visitor. The work of the L. C. C. has won a reputation for its enlightened traditionalism in the past; in its postwar work a trend towards a discriminating use of modern ideas will ensure its lasting good looks."

"Apart from the planning of the individual dwelling no small advance has been made in the arrangement and laying-out of estates, with due consideration to all factors involved and particular stress on features which have become so important in postwar planning, such as landscaping, orientation and aspect of dwellings, siting of communal buildings, and so forth. The geometric pattern which so ill befits sites which are not dead level is nowhere enforced; the layouts are site-conditioned and by taking advantage of natural features wherever possible regimentation was avoided."

There's much that's impressive about the London County Council program. It is very large: 200,000 new permanent dwellings as a minimum and an urgent, immediate program of 100,000 new permanent dwellings, as well as temporary housing and maintenance of present holdings, which already totaled about 100,000 at the end of the war. More than 8,000 new dwellings have been completed and work now under construction and contract will bring the figure to more than 20,000. Some 75,000 additional are in the precontract stage on the boards.

The most impressive thing about the program—from this side of the water—is the way it fits into the larger planning picture in furthering order and progress in housing, both in central and peripheral areas. The vigorous way the program is being carried out is also most impressive, especially the running (Continued on page 94)
“No two thumbprints have identical whorls,” says the sleuth. No two trees have identical grains either. That’s why Roddiscraft careful cutting, classifying and matching of flitches is so important to architects who seek round-the-room continuity of grain and color.

Roddiscraft performance measures up to the promise of the sample. When you insist on Roddiscraft Hardwood Plywood for your job—that’s one less worry for you. Roddiscraft Hardwood Plywood panels may be obtained in any design made to your specifications in any wood—domestic or foreign—selected for color, figure and continuity.

Ask your Roddiscraft representative to show you samples—he is always ready to give you full cooperation on any installation problem.

Roddiscraft warehouses throughout the nation can supply matched panels in many woods from stock.
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balance that is maintained between planning and execution.

The out-country estates are made up almost entirely of attached houses in pairs or rows with a few two- and three-story flats. They are nearly all of masonry construction with some of light steel frame and they all have a mighty solid look. The site plans show masterly adaptation to the terrain, conserving whatever natural assets the ground has in woods and fine existing buildings which are saved for community use. The individual house plans are generous of space by our present standards. A good variety of plan types is worked in to make balanced communities of these estates, not forgetting old people. They are all planned in relation to near-by industry with the goal of decentralization in view, but there’s great fear that they will become dormitory suburbs after all. At least they are all complete suburbs with shops and churches and schools and pubs. What a contrast to most of our “developments.”

The “in-country” sites are developed in flats, mostly of five stories, with a density of 40 or more dwellings per acre. (The “out-country” estates have an over-all density of about eight to the acre.) Some of the first postwar housing was built from prewar plans before the present higher space standards were developed. A considerable variety of apartment types are worked into the very economical strip plans. Balcony access to apartments (almost unknown in this country) is common. The general effect of the estates is monotonous but now that the first urgently needed housing is built, the coming projects will have more variety of structure and even groups of houses with the flats to make more balanced neighborhoods.

The most notable thing about the individual dwellings, to American eyes, is the prevalence of individual fires for heating and hot water. Central heating is taking hold very slowly in Britain. The usual arrangement is an open fire in the living room (frequently gas) with a back-boiler for hot water, equipped with an electric immersion heater. One good feature of this unwieldy duplication of equipment is the hot-water tank in an airing closet. At least they can dry things out. Flats of five stories have lifts, in four-story walk-ups there are fuel hoists—a great advance over logging the “coal” up the stairs but why not central heat altogether, in housing planned for strict economy? It seems odd, too, that the water closet is still generally planned in a compartment outside the bathroom. This has its points but economy is not one of them. It seems reminiscent, almost, of the “backhouse” in the yard. Very good practice in removal of refuse has been developed—generally through clay-lined dust chutes in the stair hall. Construction is sound, planned for low maintenance costs, and detailing is being improved on constantly. The kitchen fittings haven’t yet succumbed to our “streamlining.” Maybe that’s good but the kitchens do have a miscellaneous, old-fashioned look.

The exciting thing about this British housing is the continuing concentration of good sense and skill on a problem that has too frequently suffered from standard solutions that were allowed to stagnate. Standards are all right when the basic standard is improvement in living.

BOOKS
SPECIFICATION WORK SHEETS
Ben H. Dyer. The American Institute of Architects, Octagon Bldg., Washington 6, D.C. $5.00

The author makes it clear that the work sheets are in tentative form and must
With AUTOTRONIC supervision, an elevator system automatically matches the dispatching and operation of the cars to surges and lulls in traffic ... rebalances the cars when the traffic pattern is changed ... rebalances the cars if an attendant leaves ahead of the dispatching signal ... rebalances the cars when the number of cars in service is changed ... and automatically measures and limits waiting passenger time.

All the starter has to do is set a traffic flow dial to one of 6 traffic patterns ... place the proper number of cars in service ... set the dispatching interval ... then devote practically all of his time to doing a better job as a front line public relations man for the building!

OTIS AUTOTRONIC Traffic-Timed ELEVATORING can be applied to NEW or EXISTING groups of elevators. It is the only elevating system that is timed to the 6 daily traffic patterns of busy office buildings, hotels, hospitals and department stores.

Otis Booklet B-721-P explains the details — interestingly.

Address: Otis Elevator Company, 260 11th Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Otis...first with Electronic Signal Control... again first with Traffic-Timed Elevatoring
be adapted to each individual project. The sheets constitute a basis for developing what might be termed the first “dry run” of the project specifications for architectural trades. Specification Work Sheets has been written primarily for fire-resistant and semi-fire-resistant buildings and not for small non-fire-resistant and residential work. However, judicious use of certain divisions and paragraphs can be employed for any type of structure.

The writing of specification standards has always been subject to much dispute among specification writers. Any experienced writer can argue either side with equal facility. As a working tool and timesaver designed to aid architects who write their own specifications, this book comes as a welcome aid. Since some form of reference material is always used in the preparation of specifications, it is well to have an up-to-date source of centralized information in a format ready for tailoring and stenographic use.

Undoubtedly the book will be improved materially by constant revision. It is hoped that in subsequent issues greater consistency in streamlining and introduction of more basic data will receive serious consideration.

Ben John Small

TO READ AND CONSULT


Let us suppose you wanted to find out what architects these days were seeking to accomplish, to probe their innermost ideals, and learn their methods. You might bring together the leaders of this and related professions, ask them questions, and listen to them talk among themselves. You could have Frank Lloyd Wright, the midwestern skyhawk, and Robert Moses, the Manhattan mole; Arthur C. Morgan and Roland A. Wank, the men who built the TVA and made it look as good as it was; George Howe, talented designer of buildings and quondam bureaucrat, and Howard P. Vernilya, technical director of the government’s wartime attempt to buy housing by the mile; you could have those brilliant historians and estheticians, Siegfried Giedion, Theodore M. Greene, and Talbot F. Hamlin; or, in the field of planning, Henry Churchill, Louis Justement, Frederick J. Adams, and Theodore McCroasy; and, in the field of architectural education, Harvard’s Joseph Hudnut and Walter Gropius, M.I.T.’s William W. Wurster and John E. Burrough, North Carolina’s Henry Kampfhofer, and Columbia’s Leopold Arnaud; you could have such a genius of structural engineering as Fred N. Severud, or Konrad Wachsmann; or that reformer of the pictorial world, Gyorgy Kepes; or the Californians Richard Neutra and Ernest J. Kump. The sky’s the limit! And somewhere in all their talk, you might reasonably think, the essentials would be found.

You would think so, that is, until you began to read the stenotypist’s transcript of such a meeting. Then you would find that the solid gold of truth and enlightenment was so hopelessly obscured beneath the dross, its extraction seemed as impossible as getting an Alpinist out of a glacier. That, roughly, was the situation the Princeton University Bicentennial Conference found itself in after its carefully planned two-day symposium in 1947 on “Building for Modern Man.”

That we now have this book is due to the editorial talent of Thomas H.
Increase Selling and Renting Value of Homes and Small Buildings

Kewanee®
ROUND® STEEL BOILER

For 275 to 900 sq ft steam radiation... Kewanee Round "R" brings to homes and small buildings the extra dependability and fuel economy which, for over 80 years, have made the large sizes preferred for big heating jobs.

The advantages of these sturdy steel units are so well known by renters and owners, builders and architects that they actually increase rental and selling values of buildings they heat.

Efficient Heating STARTS with the Boiler

Whether for steam or forced hot water circulation in conventional radiators; wall, floor or ceiling panels; or for radiant baseboard heating; using oil, gas or coal; a good boiler is the "heart" of the system. Kewanee Type "R" is the ideal team-mate for any heating system regardless of the type or grade of fuel used.

To Switch to Hand-Firing

Merely substitute this base with its coal grates. No change is needed in the boiler proper.

Enclosing Jackets If Desired

Square jackets enclosing the insulated boiler and burner and Round insulated jackets... both in two-tone steel... add to over-all economy and give the basement that "new look" which often determines the boiler selection.

Kewanee Boiler Corporation

BOILERMAKERS 80 YEARS KEWANEE, ILLINOIS
Branches in 60 Cities—Eastern District Office: 40 West 40th Street, New York City 18

Serving home and industry

AMERICAN-STANDARD • AMERICAN BLOWER • CHURCH SEATS • DETROIT LUBRICATOR • KEWANEE BOILER • ROSS HEATER • TONAWANDA IRON
THE **Portable** POWERSTAT DIMMERS

To give that stage production a professional, big-theatre atmosphere, use the handy portable, "PACKAGED" POWERSTAT Dimmers to dim, brighten and blend stage lighting. School, church, community and amateur theatrical groups, as well as small theatres, find these POWERSTAT Dimmers ideal ... offering the facilities of large switchboard installations at a fraction of the cost.

Type DBR6-850 provides six efficient 850-watt dimmers built into a compact, black wrinkle-finished cabinet. Each dimmer operates independently to handle six different lighting circuits. This multi-circuit dimmer features simple installation, minimum maintenance, complete protection and easy, economical operation. A separate fuse protects each of the 6 circuits; each has its individual "on-off" switch, indicating light and output receptacle. Overall dimensions are 14½" x 18½" x 9½". Reinforced carrying straps facilitate moving the unit from one location to another.

Another portable, "PACKAGED", multi-circuit POWERSTAT Dimmer is Type DBP3-1700. Consists of Three 1700-watt dimmers in one efficient cabinet. Each dimmer in this handy "package" can be mechanically interlocked to a master control for group operation. Dimensions: 15½" x 36½" x 13". Handles, supplied for ease in carrying, are removable to allow for gang mounting when more than three circuits are to be controlled.

Send for information on these two portable, "PACKAGED" POWERSTAT Dimmers ... also for details on the complete line of POWERSTAT Dimmers — manually operated or motor-driven — built to meet every lighting control need.

WRITE 4079 DEMERS AVENUE, BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

---

**Reviews**

(Continued from page 96)

Creighton, and the patience and insight of Arthur C. Holden, the conference's chairman. They have stripped away the hums and haws, the repetitions, the breast-beatings and recriminations, the soliloquies and the solipsisms, and the rest of the inevitable paraphernalia of individualism in art. They have given form to a shapeless mass.

From this record emerges as clear and sparkling a series of individual views of architecture as one might hope to receive anywhere, and the sharp, cameo-like impressions of questing minds and creative spirits who are engaged on that most fascinating work of our times—the re-shaping of our environments. In the pages of this book each participant finds himself at his best, opposing viewpoints are really opposed, and the atmosphere of free discussion that should characterize a symposium prevails, perhaps as it did not even at Princeton.

How this was accomplished Creighton suggests in his introduction. The blue pencil was applied to cut away what was not essential, but the final form was given by using, in addition to the prepared papers and transcribed discussion, letters written by the participants before and after the conference, and by the apparatus of introductory notes and running commentary supplied by the editor. The result is a book to read as well as one to consult, one that will project the value of the Princeton conference far beyond that ivied campus. If one book were to be given to an intelligent stranger because it epitomized the whole of contemporary American architecture, this is it.

FREDERICK GUTHEIM

**STEEL CONSTRUCTION**


A thorough text on conventional building construction clearly illustrated. A revised edition that furnishes the student or structural designer with excellent discussions and problems demonstrating the principles of steel design. In a concluding chapter, a complete analysis and design solution of the structural members of a steel frame building summarize the theory set forth in preceding pages. Formulas, properties, moments of inertia, are easily found in the appendices. A comprehensive chapter on welding has been added. The authors are professors of architectural engineering at Yale.

J.R.
In a specification, it denotes the exact kind of lighting performance desired. "G" stands for General Diffuse lighting distribution; "45" for 45° side shielding; "30" for 30° end shielding; "2" for a brightness in shielded zone of not more than 2½ footcandles per square inch; "P" means Pendant mounting.

For a fixture, those symbols mean that Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., after photometric tests, find it has those performance characteristics. Thus, it is now possible for the specifier to express simply and precisely the lighting performance he wants. And the buyer can now buy fixtures and know in advance how they will perform when installed. For, in addition to the Index System rating, complete photometric data, together with coefficients of utilization are supplied for each Fleur-O-Lier fixture.

And the Fleur-O-Lier label certifies that the fixture is "right" mechanically and electrically.

Fleur-O-Lier Gives Complete Information —
All the data needed to make an intelligent choice of fixtures is provided by Fleur-O-Lier. You get—
1. An Index System Rating
2. Photometric test data
3. Coefficients of Utilization
4. Certification

You're sure when you insist on Fleur-O-Lier.
It's the Law

By BERNARD TOMSON

The drive to modify, correct, and enlarge outmoded building codes which have been throttling construction has resulted in affirmative action in at least two states, Massachusetts and New York. The anxiety and interest of business (as well as that of the public generally) concerning this problem is reflected in the lead article in the May 3rd issue of the Wall Street Journal, where it is stated:

 Tradition-conscious Massachusetts is quietly usurping the traditional right of its cities and towns to regulate building within their limits.

Here and there through the state are now appearing homes which do not fully comply with local building codes. The first Lustron steel home erected in Boston has been sold, for example, though Boston's building code specifically bans homes made of metal. Down in South Weymouth, Carl Wolsey has completed 70 homes with walls of two-by-three inch studs, covered with plywood outside and inside, which fail to meet the local code's requirement of two-by-four studs.

Such snubbing of local building codes is the result of the Yankee commonwealth's determination to do something drastic about its housing shortage. The state's legislators couldn't do much about such early postwar obstacles to home building as material shortages. But when they learned building codes were holding up the production of many homes the solons ground out a couple of laws to override local codes.

These laws seem to represent the boldest solution any state has yet attempted for the national problem of what to do about local building codes. Massachusetts building authorities do not consider their system final and perfect, and some local officials claim it involves dangerous seizure of municipal powers. Yet the Massachusetts legislation and its administration undoubtedly represent a more radical experiment than is being attempted, for instance, by New York State. There Governor Dewey has signed a bill passed by the last legislature, providing for a five-man commission to promulgate a state-wide building code. The catch is that no municipality needs to heed it; New York City, for instance, is expected to ignore it.

Initially, Massachusetts adopted a law which gave authority to local boards of appeal to grant variances from local building and zoning laws. This statute further provided that if a local board failed or refused to take advantage of this authority, the builder could appeal to a state commission. Many appeals have been taken to this commission and variances granted. Most of these variances are concerned with conversions where, for example, the commission has permitted one-family houses to be converted to apartment dwellings. Another type of variance which was granted permitted a builder to construct one apartment house containing a certain number of units where, under the local building code, this type of multiple dwelling was restricted in area and it would have been necessary to construct three separate buildings to obtain an equal number of units.

(Continued on page 102)
A Rotary Oildraulic is the most practical elevator for 2, 3 or 4 stories.

You can simplify your plans and streamline your building designs. The Oildraulic Elevator requires no costly, unsightly penthouse because it's pushed up from below by a powerful hydraulic jack... not pulled from above. This also makes possible a lighter shaftway structure... no need for heavy load-bearing supporting columns.

No special machine room is required, either, for the compact Oildraulic power unit. Other features that please building owners are smooth operation, accurate landing stops, rugged car construction, and economical service.

This new booklet was written for architects.
It's the Law

(Continued from page 100)

The Massachusetts law of 1946 was a piecemeal approach to the general problem of restrictive building codes. In 1947 the Massachusetts legislature enacted a statute providing for a Board of Standards with the power to draw up a building code giving builders an alternative to local building codes, as to methods of construction and materials to be used. Under this code, prefabricated houses of different types have been authorized. Builders, for example, are permitted to use gypsum sheathing on the exteriors of their houses and to construct metal-pipe chimneys instead of brick. But many local building inspectors in Massachusetts contend that the statute permitted the municipality to reject the alternatives set forth in the state-wide code. This contention will undoubtedly be resolved by litigation in the Massachusetts courts.

The State of New York has adopted a program which substantially is a compromise between those groups who believe that a state-wide agency should promulgate building codes to supersede local codes and those who believe that the operation of such a central board is an infringement upon the local regulatory powers of municipalities. The Governor of New York has appointed a committee made up of contractors, architects, engineers, labor representatives of the building trades, and officials of banks and insurance companies to study this problem and make recommendations. The function of this committee is to promote a program that will lead to increased construction at lower cost. The chief duties of the committee are: (a) to develop methods and materials in construction that will decrease building costs; (b) to increase the opportunities for the training and hiring of apprentices within the building trades and make recommendations for the stabilization of employment conditions in the building trades; (c) to make a survey of housing needs in all localities and determine the possibility of private builders satisfying such needs; (d) to stimulate interest in the development of cooperative housing projects; and (e) most important, to determine the effects of local building codes on construction costs and make recommendations relative to the adoption of a state-wide uniform building code, which is to be prepared by a commission pursuant to statute.

The State Building Code Law of New York which was adopted by the 1949 Legislature provides for a commission to draw up a State Building Construction Code which shall provide

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., INC., 721 WEISWAY BLDG., ELKHART, IND.
WHY SHOULD AN INSULATION BE EASY TO APPLY?

Insulation is only as good as its application. And correct application must be continuous—with no gaps, voids or differences in thickness . . . no opportunity for skimping.

With Balsam-Wool, ease of application is actually "built in"—a part of the product design. Balsam-Wool comes to the job as a completely finished product with uniform, factory-controlled thickness and density. It is clean and non-irritating—pleasant to work with. It is quickly and easily cut to proper length. Balsam-Wool's two spacer flanges assure a tight, foolproof fit and proper air spaces front and back. These tough flanges are nailed or stapled to the face of the studs, joists or rafters for lasting security. The ends are also sealed to plates or headers, providing continuous vapor barrier protection over the entire stud or joist space—no butt joints or openings at ends. No wonder Balsam-Wool provides positive protection!

- Integral continuous vapor barrier
- Sturdy wind barrier
- Double air spaces
- Special spacer flanges
- Double bonding of mat to liners
- Rot and termite treatment
- Highly fire retardant
- Rigid quality control

To bring you up-to-date authoritative information on application, the makers of Balsam-Wool have prepared 32 application data sheets . . a little "library" of valuable data, contained in an A.I.A.A. folder. Send today for your set—it is yours for the asking. Just mail the coupon.

Balsam-Wool
SEALED INSULATION
BALSAM-WOOL • Products of Weyerhaeuser • NU-WOOD®
*REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
for uniform standards for construction and materials. The purpose of the code is to permit, to the fullest extent possible, the use of modern technical methods and improvements which will reduce the cost of construction. It is provided that the state code shall be so designed as to encourage the standardization of techniques, equipment, and materials and to eliminate restrictive, obsolete, and unnecessary building requirements. This statute, however, differs from the Massachusetts law in that a municipality need not be bound by this central code but may adopt or enact its own building regulations. The New York law, therefore, hesitates to encroach upon the philosophy of local home rule.

The Governor of New York, in approving the State Building Construction Code Law, criticized the failure of localities to modernize their building codes. He stated that there are many obsolete, unnecessary, and costly practices in the building of homes which are aided andabetted by ancient and tradition-frozen provisions which exist in local building codes. The Governor stated:

The simple fact is that our localities for many decades have had the power to provide modern building codes. The science, the resources, and the enterprise of our people long ago placed within our grasp the building of low-cost homes for all. This boon has eluded our grasp. Had parallel restrictions, outdated approaches, and group-inspired controls ensnared the production of the automobile, it would still be the luxury plaything of the very rich. Strangely enough, the individual, so far as his health, well-being, and comfort are concerned, would probably have foregone the low-cost automobile if he could have had the low-cost home in its place.

There is little doubt that many of the provisions in local building codes are obsolete and unnecessary. The acute housing shortage and the high cost of construction have spotlighted this fact. Few governing bodies on the local level have amended or altered their building codes in order to utilize to the maximum the new methods and techniques of construction and the new types of materials. The efforts of state legislative bodies to meet this problem are handicapped by the assertion of the prerogatives of local home rule and in some states by restrictive constitutional provisions. On the other hand, the efforts of the American Institute of Architects and other interested groups in support of state-wide building codes, as alternatives to local codes, are being steadily increased.
NEW METHOD OF FIREPROOFING SLASHES COSTS—SAVES DAYS OF CONSTRUCTION TIME

ZONOLITE* VERMICULITE PLASTER
Reduces Structural Steel Requirements Up to 15%

Now the job of fireproofing can be done at far less cost...in far less time...with lightweight ZONOLITE Vermiculite Plaster.

Today many leading architects and structural engineers are dispensing with old, cumbersome methods of fireproofing which employ heavy concrete or masonry. They have found ZONOLITE vermiculite fireproofing the best, the easiest, and the least expensive.

CUTS COSTS... SOLVES BUILDING PROBLEMS
When ZONOLITE plaster is used for fireproofing, the cost of applying lath and plaster approximates the cost of merely building the forms for ordinary fireproofing. And because ZONOLITE plaster saves tons of dead weight in construction, structural steel requirements can often be reduced as much as 15%! Actually saved $235,000 in one building, in addition to many days of construction time.

Extra stories can be built on foundations or on existing structures by using Zonolite.

WHY ZONOLITE GIVES THESE SAVINGS
ZONOLITE plaster fireproofing on a typical beam weighs less than one-tenth as much as ordinary fireproofing materials. ZONOLITE insulates and protects against fire up to four times as well as ordinary plaster.

ZONOLITE plaster provides lightness, insulation, and fire resistance found in no other material.

MAIL COUPON FOR NEW FREE BOOKLET!

Zonolite Company, Dept. PA-79
135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.
Please send me a free copy of your booklet, "VERMICULITE PLASTER FIREPROOFING."

Name:
Address:
City....................................State...................

*Zonolite is a registered trade mark of Zonolite Company
A Long Life for floors
... with TERRAZZO

Life-long beauty in Terrazzo with ATLAS WHITE CEMENT

Terrazzo makes an ideal floor. It long withstands the traffic of countless feet. Its beauty is ever new. The warmth of colors and beauty of patterns available in Terrazzo floors, made with a matrix of Atlas White Cement, will endure through years of severest service.

Outstanding in both uniformity and whiteness, a matrix of Atlas White Cement shows color-pigments and aggregates at their best, whether in contrast or blend. An infinite variety of rich color tones and shadings is possible... not only in Terrazzo, but in Stucco, Cement Paint and Architectural Concrete Slabs.

Atlas White complies with ASTM and Federal specifications. It has the same advantages when used for concrete. Cleaning is easy, and maintenance costs stay low.

For further information on the uses of Atlas White Cement, see SWEET'S Catalog, Section 4B/3 and 13C/5, or write to Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.

It's the Law
(Continued from page 104)

If the solution or a substantial part of it lies in the direction taken by Massachusetts and New York, it is obvious that the steps taken by these two states are only tentative and timid. It is to be hoped that all governmental bodies directly concerned will heed the admonitions of the architectural profession and proceed more boldly towards the solution of the problem.

PRODUCTS
(Continued from page 79)

itself and puts heat where it is needed. Return air ducts, on outside walls only, are soon affected by outside temperature changes. When chilled, a rapid drop of air in the ducts causes warm air to be drawn across adjacent ceiling areas. As the heat is radiated from ceilings and floors, there is no air movement within the rooms. In a one-story house, insulation is installed at the top of the ceiling joists. When there are second-floor rooms to heat, underfloors are not insulated, but side walls and ceilings are.

By using a hot water exchanger, the heated air temperature can not exceed that of boiling water at 10 pounds pressure; therefore, the air can circulate freely without being a fire hazard. Small doors, held open by small fusible links, are hung on all air returns and above the heat exchange coils.

No air blowers are needed, no extra expense is involved in insulation, and furniture does not have to be placed to accommodate registers. The system, which has been successfully employed in all houses of a St. Louis subdivision built by this firm, can be furnished with a gas burner, oil burner, or stoker.

Product Prevents Plaster Etches on Aluminum Frames
To protect aluminum window frames from plaster-splatter during building construction, J. S. Thorn Company of Philadelphia, manufacturer of aluminum windows, has found the solution in the application of Duridine and Dulac Clear Lacquer No. D-129. Duridine, a phosphatic cleaner and conditioner developed by the American Chemical Paint Company, is first...
Architectural plans often call for an acoustical material that's not only efficient but distinctive in appearance as well. Armstrong's Travertone will meet that kind of specification. The white painted surface of Travertone is fissured to give it a random texture that avoids mechanical appearance as much as possible. A ceiling of this unusual texture looks well in most any type of interior—traditional or modern. And Travertone is highly efficient, absorbing as much as 70% of the sound that strikes its surface.

Armstrong's Travertone is made of mineral wool, fully meeting the requirements of building codes as an incombustible material. It's available with either square or beveled edges. The square-edged material is slotted—or kerfed—along the sides to receive splines which assure perfect surface alignment. Both types can be cemented in place to any solid, sound surface.

If your plans require a low-cost material, Armstrong's Cushiontone may be more suitable. For moisture resistance, consider Armstrong's Corkoustic. For very high efficiency, there's Armstrong's Arrestone. For complete details and assistance, contact your Armstrong acoustical contractor or write to Armstrong Cork Company, 1407 Stevens St., Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
$1,500 inventory abolished—at a cost of $4.46!

With more than 700 vacuum tubes needed by industry, a tube distributor would find profits consumed by 100% inventories. But by ordering tubes as needed via Air Express, he holds stocks to 25%. Example: Orders $1,500 tube at 9 A.M. from supplier 900 miles away. Delivered to customer 6 P.M. same day. 16 lbs.: cost, $4.46.

Remember, $4.46 included speedy pick-up and delivery service, too. More protection, because you get a receipt for every shipment. Air Express is the world's fastest shipping service.

FACTS on low Air Express rates
19 lbs. of machine parts goes 600 miles for $3.54.
9-lb. carton of new styles goes 1,400 miles for $3.99.
(Every kind of business finds Air Express pays)

Only Air Express gives you all these advantages: Special pick-up and delivery at no extra cost. You get a receipt for every shipment and delivery is proved by signature of consignee. One-carrier responsibility. Assured protection, too—valuation coverage up to $50 without extra charge. Practically no limitation on size or weight. For fast shipping action, phone Air Express Division, Railway Express Agency. And specify “Air Express delivery” on orders.

SPECIFY AIR EXPRESS
GETS THERE FIRST

Rates include special pick-up and delivery door to door in principal towns and cities

AIR EXPRESS, A SERVICE OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY AND THE SCHEDULED AIRLINES OF THE U.S.

PRODUCTS
(Continued from page 106)

applied to the frames before placing the lacquer. Known as Duridizing, this process cleans the surfaces of grease, neutralizes traces of alkaline materials, and promotes adhesion of lacquer on aluminum. The lacquer, specially formulated by Maas & Waldstein of Newark, N. J., and approved by the Aluminum Window Frame Manufacturers of America, completely prevents dark etches on the window frames caused by alkaline compounds in wet plaster and will not alter the appearance of the metal.

Insulated Curtain Wall Comes of Age
(The following paragraphs were condensed from a news release of the Pittsburgh Corning Corporation.)

A proven answer to the perennial question of the sandwich wall has recently been found in the more satisfactory use of insulated panel walls, both in the United States and Canada. This construction method and material has been successfully employed in a textile mill in New Hampshire, a retail and wholesale sales office in Quebec, a plastics factory and a service center building in Ontario, and in other structures under construction or in advanced planning stages. The sandwich design used in these buildings consists of concrete panels stabilized by a solid core of cellular glass insulation. These insulated panel walls have been successfully used as a spandrel system, as a vertical system, and to fill entire bays.

Insulated concrete panel walls offer greater insulation value, improved moisture resistance, increased floor area, and may be salvaged in building expansion. They may be hung on the frame or may carry their own weight. A panel wall, composed of 2" concrete veneers and a 2" cellular glass core, weighs about one-third as much as the typical masonry wall, or from 40 to 60 pounds, depending upon the aggregate used. Lower wall weights yield major economies in foundation costs, in the skeleton itself, in erection time, and in the cost of handling. More than sufficient strength is provided by these new panels without massive weight. In the wall described above, the panel resists forces three or four times the wind load limit. Almost

(Continued on page 110)
The pay-off point in a heating, ventilating or air conditioning system is when air reaches the duct openings. If air is improperly distributed, the whole installation will be a waste of money and equipment. So don't take chances on half-way measures... don't specify "or equal" because there is none for patented Anemostat Draftless Air Diffusers.

Here's why. Only Anemostats are distinguished by the exclusive feature of aspiration. That's why Anemostats do all these jobs: distribute air in predetermined patterns, instantly equalize temperature and humidity, eliminate stale air pockets, permit a high number of air changes per hour with complete freedom from drafts.

The proof is obvious in every way... smoke test pictures, laboratory instrument readings and the actual performance of more than 1,000,000 Anemostats bringing new standards of draftless comfort to scores of industries.

Anemostat Draftless Aspirating Air Diffusers

ANEMOSTAT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
10 EAST 39TH STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

"NO AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM IS BETTER THAN ITS AIR DISTRIBUTION"
SITUATIONS OPEN

WANTED — good architectural designer-draftsman, someone who has had several years' experience in good offices after graduation from college. Position to be in one of the larger southern offices. Submit samples of recent work and give full particulars as to education and experience, with monthly salary desired. All replies will be treated strictly confidential. Box 209, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

WANTED—three top architectural draftsmen, experienced in working drawings and details for hotels, resort and residential work. State education, experience record, availability and salary desired. Forward samples of work and photo. Hutchings & Milani, Architects, Engineers and Constructors, P.O. Box 485, Hamilton, Bermuda.

DRAFTSMAN—with at least twelve years architectural experience for 35-hour week on N.Y.C. major oil company service station, bulk plant and terminal work. Opportunity for permanency and advancement. Give particulars on age, education, registration status, references, salary and experience in checking, specification writing, supervising draftsmen and business consultations. Box 232, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

Advertising Rates

Standard charge for each unit is Five Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words, your complete address (any address) counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for ten dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs and Men, c/o Progressive Architecture, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Inserts will be accepted not later than the 1st of the month preceding publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ARCHITECT'S SECRETARY—22, desires similar permanent position in New York, prefers smaller office, available at short notice. Box 253, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

MISCELLANEOUS


COMPETENT ARCHITECTURAL RENDERING—service offered according to the architects' requirements for all types and styles of structures in any medium. Write to Rendu, PSNA Blvdg., 400 North Third Street, Room 200, Harrisburg, Pa.


ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS

For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past fifteen years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for thirty-nine years.

Literature without obligation—write TODAY

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION

College House Offices
Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

SPRING BACK BINDERS

For

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE

(Formerly Pencil Points)

TWO INCH CAPACITY $2.50

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.

330 W. 42nd ST. New York 18, N. Y.
**Anaconda**

**THROUGH-WALL FLASHING**

drains itself dry on a level bed

Wherever through-wall flashing is specified, as at parapets and in masonry walls, this patented Anaconda flashing offers both efficiency and durability. The design of Anaconda Through-Wall Flashing provides a complete mortar bond and prevents lateral movement in any direction.

Sheet metal men like the die-stamped dam and corrugations that make this flashing easier and faster to lay. End joints are made simply by overlapping and nesting one corrugation. The flat selvage permits neat, sharp bends for counter flashing, without danger of distortion that might inhibit drainage. Die-stamped corner pieces (for both inside and outside corners) are nested in place as easily as the straight lengths.

Since it "drains itself dry on a level bed," Anaconda Through-Wall Flashing provides positive, controlled drainage. For detailed information, see our file in Sweet's.

---

**Anaconda**

**COPPER**

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY

General Offices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD.
New Toronto, Ont.
THE NEW DURIMET 20, ANTI-CORROSION SHEET AND PLATE

As Easy To Fabricate As Ordinary Stainless

To give the fume hoods and ducts in your chemical laboratory lasting corrosion-resistance make them of the new Durimet 20 sheet.

This newly developed form of Durimet 20 can withstand really tough corrosives. Its resistance is far better than ordinary stainless steels or even previous analyses of Durimet.

This corrosion resistance is as permanent, uniform and thick as the sheet itself. There is no lining to chip, crack or spall and leave the duct vulnerable. A Durimet 20 duct encloses laboratory fumes with a solid wall of corrosion-resistance.

This special stainless steel can be easily fabricated by methods familiar to ventilating contractors experienced in handling 18-8 stainless. It forms a light, strong, lasting fume passageway. Use it for laboratory table tops, sinks and troughs, too.

Write for Bulletin 502.

THE DURIROH CO., INC. • DAYTON 1, OHIO
Branch Offices In Principal Cities

Overcome employee "gripping" about fumes and heat. Install Swartwout Ject-O-Valve Roof Ventilators to push smoke, fumes, excess heat out of your plant. The powerful blast from these well-built "straight-through" type ventilators sweeps aside all weather, carries contaminated air well above your buildings.

In operation, the air stream from a scientifically designed propeller fan opens top sections, holds them open while fan is operating. Top closes automatically - weather tight - when ventilator is not in use. Ject-O-Valve is made in five sizes, 28 different capacities. Various operations can be served separately with appropriate Ject-O-Valves for each. Write for Ject-O-Valve folder and prices.

THE SWARTWOUT COMPANY
18649 Euclid Avenue . . . Cleveland 12, Ohio
Prominent architect selects KIMSUL* for low cost, high insulating efficiency

The dramatic new home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buckner, overlooking the Pacific Ocean, near Carmel, California.
Jon Konigshofer, Designer and Builder.

Designers and builders of every type home across the country are discovering that it pays more to insulate with KIMSUL. For KIMSUL offers an exceptional combination of low cost and high insulating efficiency (0.27).

KIMSUL is the only many-layer stitched blanket insulation, and provides an entirely different kind of comfort. "KIMSUL comfort" means uniform temperatures throughout every room in the house! No thick spots—no thin spots where heat can leak out. KIMSUL comes in light, handy compressed rolls, so it's easier and more profitable to install. No need for skilled workmen or expensive machinery. And the fire-resistant PYROGARD* cover is an exclusive feature of this fine insulation.

For further information and free technical literature, see your KIMSUL dealer. Or simply write to:

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION
KIMSUL Division • Neenah, Wisconsin

America's Finest New Homes Are Insulated With KIMSUL!
WHAT WILL CALCIUM CHLORIDE DO FOR GOOD CONCRETE?

Here are the Facts

Here's a brand new, 40-page semi-technical book which, for the first time, clearly presents the facts on the use of Calcium Chloride. Filled with graphs, tables and charts and developed through research conducted by nationally recognized authorities, the book contains much material not heretofore available. The information contained in this book is primarily of a factual nature, of interest to contractors, architects, engineers, plant operators and men in the allied fields.

For example... DO YOU KNOW—

- What happens to the strength of concrete when the temperature is reduced from 70°F to 60°F? to 50°F? 40°F? 30°F? 20°F?
- What Calcium Chloride will do for cool and cold weather concreting?
- What happens when Calcium Chloride is added to air entrained cement?... high early cement? ... low heat cement? ... colored cement?
- The effect of Calcium Chloride on slump? ... flow? ... workability? ... density? ... water-cement ratio?
- The effect on setting time? ... early strength? ... ultimate strength?
- How much Calcium Chloride will reduce the curing period?
- The effect on volume change ... surface wear?

These are just a few of the questions answered in this new book. "The Effects of Calcium Chloride on Portland Cement" is just off the press. Write for your copy today—there is no obligation.

SOLVAY Calcium Chloride

SOLVAY SALES DIVISION, Allied Chemical & Dye Corporation 40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

Please send my free copy of the new, 40-page book, "The Effects of Calcium Chloride on Portland Cement". Please check:

☐ Contractor  ☐ Architect  ☐ Plant Operator  ☐ Engineer

Name __________________________

Company _______________________

Address _________________________

City ___________________________ State ___________________________

Ask For a Sample From Your Dealer or Write to

CLEARPRINT PAPER COMPANY

15 FIRST STREET • SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIFORNIA
The Kawneer Aluminum Roll-Type Awning is the happy combination of modern architectural design, sound engineering and precision manufacture.

Providing more than just awning protection, the Kawneer Awning is ALL METAL—designed for distinction—built for year-after-year awning economy.

Assembled as packaged units, Kawneer Awnings are ready for immediate installation in concealed awning boxes, or under a hood for surface applications. Widths up to 18 feet are available, and roof sizes up to 8 feet. Multiple units are easily used for widths beyond 18 feet.

Write for Details—243 N. Front St., Niles, Mich.; 2543 8th St., Berkeley, Cal.
You can build extra security into your cavity wall structures and give them everlasting strength by installing Copperweld* Wall Ties. Leading architects and builders rely on Copperweld Ties to provide a permanent bond for the entire life of the wall. And here’s why:

Thick copper covering, inseparably welded to an alloy steel core, prevents rust—withstanding corrosive action of lime and mortar.

V-shaped drip loop drains off any moisture which might accumulate—prevents moisture from reaching inside wall.

Strong alloy steel core assures a breaking strength of nearly 2 tons—a strength which remains permanent because of the protective copper covering.

AND DON’T FORGET THESE—
Time-tested Copperweld Nails and Staples will help you do a better construction job. They are strong, easy to drive, and non-rusting.

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY
GLASSPORT, PA.
SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

MAIL TODAY
Please send me your specification bulletin, prices, and delivery information on:

☐ Copperweld Wall Ties  ☐ Copperweld Nails and Staples

NAME.................................................................
COMPANY............................................................
ADDRESS................................................................
CITY..............ZOE...STATE..................................

TERRAZZO in action

LOWEST P.F.P.Y.* COST ON RECORD
THANKS TO Terrazzo

These stairs will last...as long as the building does. That’s why the P. F. P. Y.* cost is so low. Marble-hard, concrete-durable terrazzo is the closest thing to erosion proof available to the builder today.

But Terrazzo’s benefits extend beyond durability. Requiring no refinishing, no painting, no costly repairs—being easy to keep clean—these aren’t its only virtues. Terrazzo is versatile. Designs and colors are as unlimited as your imagination. Specify Terrazzo for floors, wainscots, stairs, and walls—and do your client a permanent service.

* PER FOOT PER YEAR

For free, AIA Kit, a complete reference work about TERRAZZO, the once-in-a-lifetime floor—write

THE NATIONAL TERRAZZO AND MOSAIC ASSOCIATION, INC.
1420 New York Avenue, N. W., Dept. H, Washington 5, D. C.
Thermopane... adds extra comfort to daylight design

With Thermopane*, you give your clients three advantages in one wall. You bring daylight indoors, open rooms to outdoor beauty and assure greater comfort all year.

This sealed, double-glass unit solves the problem of window insulation once and for all. By specifying Thermopane throughout the house, you eliminate the bother and maintenance of storm sash. In winter, Thermopane cuts heat loss, reduces downdrafts, minimizes condensation, saves fuel. In summer, it helps keep rooms cooler. For details, write for our Thermopane book and list of standard sizes.

*®

Thermopane

MADE ONLY BY
LIBBEY·OWENS·FORD GLASS COMPANY
1279 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3 Ohio
G-J OVERHEAD DOOR HOLDERS

For Concealed or Surface Application

A complete line of Devices are available at all price levels and incorporate all the necessary features to properly control doors.

G-J 100 Concealed Overhead Door Holder

G-J 90 Surface Type Overhead Door Holder

G-J 80 Overhead Door Holder and Shock Absorber

G-J 70 Overhead Door Holder and Shock Absorber

For information on the complete line of G-J Overhead Door Holders refer to the Glynn-Johnson Catalog.

GLYNN-JOHNSON CORPORATION
4422 North Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

Sparkling aluminum windows add greatly to sales appeal. Not only more attractive than ordinary windows, THORN windows operate smoothly regardless of climate—rain or shine—Summer or Winter. They eliminate painting and all costly maintenance.

J. S. THORN COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA 32 PENNSYLVANIA
NOW...a doorway that has everything!

With the new Pittsburgh Doorway you don't even need a screwdriver; there's no drilling of holes in the frame. And there's nothing to assemble. You just unpack the frame, bolt it into the building opening, and hang the massive Herculite Tempered Plate Glass Doors—for which the frame is especially engineered. Everything is in one “package”—the famous Pittco Checking Floor Hinge, moldings for transom glass, supports for sidelights, strikes for locks, sockets for bolts, everything! No time-consuming calculations. No worries about setting and fitting. But this is only a small part of the story. For complete information, why not fill in and return the coupon? There's no obligation.

Everything in one package
Pittsburgh Doorways reach the job, ready for bolting into the opening. Twelve standard designs are available which, singly or in combination, will fit any job.

Sturdy, handsome frame
Fabricated of extra-heavy extruded aluminum, highly polished and anodized. It's reinforced with steel channel and tie rods, as partially shown here.

Pittco Checking Floor Hinge
Only 6½" x 6½", it is an engineering marvel. Has positive door-speed control, separate checking control, built-in hold-open feature. It's sealed in oil for life.

Pittsburgh Doorways

PAINTS • GLASS • CHEMICALS • BRUSHES • PLASTICS
Continued smooth operation, without chance of disengagement, is now insured for rolling doors by means of a new design feature incorporated in Har-Vey's adjustable hanger. This foolproof feature eliminates the locking plate and guarantees positive locking. Installation is easier and faster, too, and less working room is required.

Har-Vey Hardware -- recently made completely rustproof -- is available in sizes to match any rolling door built for residential use. It is simple to install and good for a lifetime of smooth, silent rolling.

Hanger is securely locked to door

Send today for folder showing varied uses & installation details of rolling doors, & full information on Har-Vey Hardware.

Address: Hardware Division P

Metal Products Corporation
807 N. W. 20th St. Miami, Florida

Please send me your free folder on rolling doors & Har-Vey Hardware

NAME ____________________________
COMPANY ____________________________
STREET ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE

YOUR DEALER'S NAME ____________________________
For Suspended Ceiling Construction

Use Nailock

Reduce Time-Wasting Grief and Time Costs on Suspended Ceiling Jobs

- Nailock Universal Nailing Channels provide a means for securely fastening every unit in place, and assure a rigid, safe and permanent suspended ceiling installation. It permits the use of larger crews in making installations in large areas due to the speed with which Nailock Universal Nailing Channels can be attached to carrying members and the simplicity of nailing backing or backerboard materials to these channels. The Nailock Method permits the use of any type of acoustical materials attachable by mechanical means, or by cementing, and all of the usual methods and materials of finishing a ceiling, including plastering. Refer to Nailock Catalog N-1 in SWEET'S 1949 ARCHITECTURAL FILE, 11b/1. Catalog available on request. Please use coupon.

NAILOCK STEEL DIVISION
THE SANYMETAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
1704 URBANA ROAD • CLEVELAND 12, OHIO
Send for full story...

ENDURO - ASHLLAR
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

Combining maximum appearance with minimum maintenance, and possessing plasticity of form, color and texture as important added advantages, Enduro-Ashlar Architectural Terra Cotta is specified today by more architects than ever before—for monumental, industrial and mercantile construction, and for modernization. If you don't have all the facts regarding this time-proved material, write us today.

Send for Free Fascinating Brochure: Tells you about Fibretone, the acoustical ceiling, and how its thousands of scientifically-designed noise traps help eliminate unwanted noise—in offices, restaurants, banks, schools, factories, and recreation centers. Write Johns-Manville, Dept. PA-7, Box 290, New York 16, N. Y.

THE CEILING
with a hundred thousand "NOISE TRAPS"

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORP.
10 EAST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
PLANTS AT PERTH AMBROY AND SOUTH AMBROY, N. J.

NORDAHL
Feather Glide
WARDROBE HARDWARE

- can't jump track
- silent & smooth

... overhead suspension does it

At last here is wardrobe door hardware that does the job! When you specify NORDAHL wardrobe door hardware, its overhead suspension principle guarantees efficient, quiet, and trouble-free operation. Aluminum extruded track and guide comes in lengths up to 18 feet—it can be used with any thickness of panel or plywood door. Cadmium plated steel hangers have phenolic rollers. Specify NORDAHL for new construction or replacing old.

write for our folder catalogue

NORDAHL
180 W. ALAMEDA AVE., BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

ALSO SPECIFY NORDAHL SLIDING DOOR FRAMES

Johns-Manville
FIBRE TONE
LOW COST
—competitively priced...meets all requirements for low cost housing.

BURNS CHEAPER SIZES OF ANTHRACITE
—pays for itself in fuel savings. Built-in tankless coil supplies low cost hot water.

FULLY AUTOMATIC
—coal feeds direct from bin...ashes discharge by gravity into container within unit.

RATINGS
—Model C-1, Steam 325 sq. ft.
  Hot Water 515 sq. ft.
Model C-2, Steam 550 sq. ft.,
  Hot Water 880 sq. ft.

ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE
—jacket finished gleaming white and red enamel on steel.

NEW PRINCIPLE
—featuring a new method of feeding and burning anthracite across a single, stationary, perforated plate. Burner and mechanism is attached by two bolts and all working parts are outside boiler.

Dealerships Available—Write to Anthracite Institute for complete information about the "ANTHRA-FLO" and the names of the manufacturers who now have units available. Get details of the attractive dealer franchise plan for this exclusive type, low priced automatic heating unit.

Anthracite Institute
101 Park Avenue • New York 17, New York
ATTENTION ARCHITECTS:

HAVE YOU A SPOT FOR THE ARTGUM BRAND ERASER?

We'll answer it for you. You have spots and pencil marks all the time—that need ARTGUM's smooth, clean erasing. The ARTGUM brand eraser is a standby of architects and draftsmen.

The ARTGUM eraser always bears the famous ARTGUM trademark. Do not accept substitutes—look for the name!

THE ROSENTHAL CO., 45 E. 17 ST., N. Y. 3

HERMAN NELSON UNIT VENTILATORS

Herman Nelson Unit Ventilators maintain proper air conditions in schoolrooms, courtrooms, offices and other spaces occupied by relatively large numbers of persons. These heating and ventilating units not only provide heat when it is required, but also introduce cooler, outdoor air into the room to prevent overheating when body heat becomes excessive. Quiet, economical and attractive, these units permit automatic maintenance of uniform temperatures at all times.

Write for Bulletin 2853

THE HERMAN NELSON CORPORATION
Since 1906 Manufacturers of Quality Heating and Ventilating Products
MOLINE, ILLINOIS
Despite the wide extremes of weather facing this northern Ohio home—blustery Great Lakes winters and blistering midwestern summers—its roof drainage system has a bright, weathertight future. It’s completely equipped with Berger Roof Drainage Products made of Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel.

Some ENDURO drainage installations now are twenty years and more old, and still are in excellent condition. ENDURO does not rust or tarnish, does not bleed or discolor paint, and retains its natural beauty through the years. It resists corrosive industrial atmospheres, as well as salt-laden coastal atmospheres. It withstands severe temperature changes without expansion cracking or buckling, and its high strength enables it to stand up under heavy ice and snow loads. It resists abrasion and denting... requires little or no maintenance... lasts for the life of the building... costs your client less in the long run.

For service with no time limit, specify Berger Roof Drainage Products made of Republic ENDURO.

Berger Stainless Steel Roof Drainage Products include Snap-tite Eaves Trough; "K" Gutter; Plain Round, Corrugated Round and Corrugated Square Conductor Pipe; plus a complete line of all necessary fittings. All are made of 26-gauge Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel, type 302, No. 2 satin finish.
ALUMINUM I-BEAM CURTAIN TRACK

ARCHITECTS' CHOICE—because it is so adaptable to any window or wall treatment on your drawing board. Saves time, saves labor. Flexible, self-forming, it can be bent easily right on the job without kinking or distortion. This saves time previously lost in extra, at-factory bending. Can be curved to a radius as small as 1 1/4". Only one workman needed for long installations. Curtains traversed by hand or draw cords. Operates smoothly, easily, quietly.

Write for our complete catalog TODAY.

The Gould-Mersereau Co., Inc.
35 West 44th St., New York 18
99 Chauncey St., Boston 11

Jaff Woodwork at Bloomingdale's!

In many of New York's finest stores and business offices the woodwork is by Jaff . . . this solid background of top performance is worth thinking about if you, too, are planning precision cabinet work.

Write for latest brochure

JAFF BROS.
WOODWORKS, INC.
41-43 37th Street
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Stillwell 4-1477

IN YOUR THEATRE PLANS

Your client will want this outstanding attraction board . . . . it represents the only major advance in attraction boards in over 25 years. No other board has these exclusive features:

NO LADDERS ARE USED. All work done inside sign.
SIGN MAINTENANCE IS CUT 90%. One man takes 20 minutes to do what presently takes 2 men two hours to finish.
CURRENT AND BULB SAVINGS 75%. Transmits more light outside the glass.
UNUSUAL ATTRACTION EFFECTS COMPEL PASSERSBY ATTENTION.
PAYS FOR ITSELF IN FROM 3 TO 5 YEARS.

Write for further information TODAY

Pillock & Sons
2159 South Kinnickinnic Ave.
Milwaukee 7, Wisconsin

JAMESTOWN METAL CORPORATION
104 BLACKSTONE AVENUE JAMESTOWN, N.Y.
Remember! Celotex Insulating Sheathing is...

double-waterproofed

The Exclusive Celotex Way

1 WATERPROOFED INSIDE!
Every one of the millions of tough cane fibres which make up its insulating core board is coated with a waterproofing agent during manufacture.

2 WATERPROOFED OUTSIDE!
This remarkably strong, durable insulating board is then coated on both sides, and on all edges, with a thick, enduring "raincoat" of specially-treated asphalt which seals out moisture.

- Yes, double-waterproofed, yet it has more than twice the vapor permeability advocated by government agencies!
- Safe even under severe exposure during construction! Even cut edges are highly resistant to moisture penetration.
- Enables contractor to resume work more quickly after the heaviest rain, thus cutting costly delays.
- Protected against dry rot, termites, and fungus by the exclusive Ferox process.
- Combines exceptional structural strength and rigidity with high thermal insulation.
- Builds and insulates, all at one low cost.
- Yet costs no more than ordinary sheathing.
- Write today for full details!

Celotex Insulating Sheathing, double-waterproofed for greater moisture protection—and Celotex Insulating Lath, the superior plaster base—used in combination on opposite sides of the framing give you the "Ideal Wall," a superior wall structure plus built-in insulation.

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION • CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS

Double-Waterproofed

CELOTEX

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

CELOTEX INSULATING SHEATHING
...a fireproof acoustical tile with all the dignity and beauty of travertine stone

OLD BOND Travacoustic meets all building codes. Rated not merely "fire-resistant" but IN-COMBUSTIBLE. The pleasing random arrangement of the fissures gives an over-all ceiling pattern of endless variety. Extremely light in weight, easily installed. Factory-applied coating offers unusually high light reflection, but may be spray or brush painted without loss of sound absorption. Simple vacuum cleaner attachments keep Travacoustic clean and maintenance costs at a minimum.

This new top quality mineral wool Acoustical tile is now available in two thicknesses—5/8" and 3/4". Panels are furnished in three sizes—6" x 12", 12" x 12", and 12" x 24". The noise reduction coefficient is .65 and .70 for the two thicknesses respectively. Its dignified natural beauty blends with all types of architectural design and interior decoration, including modern flush type lighting. Available in beveled, butt edges, or square butt edges.


You'll build or remodel better with Gold Bond

Acoustical Products
A COMPLETE LINE FOR EVERY PURSE AND PURPOSE

Acoustimetal • Acoustifibre
Econacoustic • Travacoustic

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY, BUFFALO 2, N.Y.
You can build
an inspiring, new church like this
within the most modest budget

by designing around
STANDARD BUILDINGS by LURIA

Here is another case where a Standard Building by Luria has been transformed by the creative ingenuity of the architect into a highly individual structure.

Luria buildings are permanent, low-cost, heavy steel-frame structures designed to meet the most exacting building codes. At the same time they offer such wide architectural freedom that they can easily be incorporated into any one-story plan—modern or traditional.

Far from limiting the imagination of the architect, Luria buildings actually create new opportunities for design, and widen the circle of his prospective clients. For here is a new and flexible medium to work with, offering a wide choice of collateral materials, optional features and multiple arrangements.

Luria buildings are by no means limited to churches. Schools, shopping centers and industrial buildings are just a few of the many applications where they can be used to advantage.

For complete information, send the coupon below for our new, 20-page catalog.

LURIA ENGINEERING CORPORATION, Dept. P35
500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N.Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of your new catalog (AIA File 14i).

NAME:

COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE:

JULY, 1949 133

The downward trend in the price of building materials is evident. During the last six months, the drop in overall construction costs has been approximately 6½%. This brings the cost of 1949 building construction to 103% above the cost of such construction during 1939.

There have been spectacular drops in specific commodities, such as copper, but these have been more than offset by the steady prices being held by other products. Thus while copper has dropped about 50% in price during the last six months, the price of air conditioning equipment has dropped 2-5%.

We are constantly being asked whether architects should advise their clients to build, or to wait for further price declines. In the face of a 6% price drop in six months, many architects are advising clients to wait. In some cases, this is good advice, but in most cases, the amount of money saved does not equal the amount of money that could be earned or realized through complete utilization of the new building.

The Dow Service Inc., a firm specializing in the gathering of information relating to the building industry, states that from all information it can gather there does not appear to be any drastic price decline foreseeable in the next six months. A gradual decline is probably coming, but it will again average not more than about 6%. We hope to have a more complete report on prices from Dow Service reports in next month's issue of Progressive Architecture.

In the meantime, if readers are interested in the price trends in specific localities throughout the country, we urge them to drop us a line. We have at our fingertips complete price reports on almost every important area.
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396 pages • 9 x 12 • illustrated • $12.00
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IN THE ATTEMPT TO PASS INFORMATION ON TO OUR READERS about good contemporary buildings through the limited medium of the magazine page, I feel constantly more frustrated. Photographs are likely either to flatter or do rank injustice to a design. Sometimes it's the photographer's fault, but more often it results from the inability of any two-dimensional presentation to capture the warmth (or the coldness), the strength (or the shoddiness), and the relation to setting (or lack of it) that are characteristic of a structure standing blatantly on its foundations in day-to-day surroundings.

Random examples: Yeon's Information Center in Portland is a much better building than I had suspected from photographs (June 149 P/A, page 52). In fact I think it's one of the finest structures I've seen, in scale and simple dignity. Neutra's Aloe store in Los Angeles is a beautiful job, not adequately represented even in Shulman's fine pictures (to be published in P/A). Wurdemann & Becket's Petroleum Building in L. A. disappointed me; their Prudential Building surprised me pleasantly; and so on . . .

TALIESIN WEST WAS ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF FINDING NOT EXACTLY WHAT I HAD EXPECTED. The thrill of seeing the group from a distance as you approach across the desert (local people tell you: "It's hard to give directions—just keep going until you see it") is all that one might expect. The forms and the color are magnificent, and one has been led to expect them and anticipate them. But the informality—even the crudeness—of the workmanship and the use of materials surprise the visitor. And the scale is even more intimate than I, at least, had looked for.

A BIT LESS PERSONAL, HERE ARE SOME INDIRECT QUOTES AND MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS I picked up along the way. Eero Saarinen thinks that the current fad for twisting and pulling and imitating tricks is so seriously bad that we must stay with fundamentals of design for "perhaps the next 20 years" until we discipline ourselves to a point where we can afford to experiment with ornament. Richard Neutra came back from Europe much encouraged about design possibilities there. He discusses fear of "romanticism" in this country, says that the reason he has done some tile roof and redwood houses recently is that people who are building in areas where restrictions demand this sort of treatment are now turning to him and other modern designers where a decade ago they would not. Sumner Spalding thinks our articles on The Architect and His Community are fine as far as they go, but hopes we could tell the story of a dedicated liberal-thinking planner who, in urging community cooperative action, gets caught in the present witch-hunt atmosphere and finds the politicians hanging up on him. Frank Lloyd Wright thinks The Fountainhead is, as a story, a monster; that the author's stands for everything which is against the individual instead of, as she pretends, supporting the individual creator. He hopes that it will result in someone writing a really fine story on the subject of the relation of the great creative artist to society. He doesn't know who will do it because, he charges, all the good writers—MacLeish, Anderson, Sherwood—have "sold out." Raphael Soriano—playing Bach, holding forth against modern painting ("a form of fetish worship"), hunting for his shoes in the one room where he sleeps and works—feels that the design he and others have done, which is labeled modern although construction has been most conventional, is nothing in importance to the work which will come next, with simplified construction and full use of modern metals, plastics, and other contemporary materials.

ONE OF THE NICEST THINGS ABOUT THE BILOXI CONFERENCE (see PROGRESS REPORT, page 12) was the presence of a fairly large group of students, including most of those who had submitted work in the competition. The jurys deliberations lasted until late at night, and when we had finally chosen the winners, several of us went out in the lobby to tack up the drawings on a display mount which had previously been prepared. No announcement of results had yet been made. As we were putting up Cheyne's entry on the spot for the first-prize drawing, he wandered along. He's a husky married vet who had also been at the Houston convention (in fact, he was chosen to speak for the student delegation there). He looked at the drawing going up, gulped, and exclaimed: "My God, I just wired my wife that I got here safely. Now I'll have to wire her again.'

Cheyne is a student at Alabama Polytechnic Institute at Auburn. This school also won two mentions. North Carolina State's new architectural school did well for itself by winning second prize and a mention.

SPEAKING OF MULTIPLE WINS IN COMPETITIONS, Richard Neutra won two Awards in the Southern California Chapter's Honor Awards Judgement. The only other Award went to Wurde- man & Becket. Mentions were garnered by Gruen & Krummeck; Parkinson, Powellson, Briney, Bernard & Woodford; and Raphael Soriano, who received three—one residential, two commercial. The Chapter judgement was beautifully run, though it's hard work for the jury which must visit all the buildings.